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Author Tom Wolfe

Read about the
process of graduatfon and about
a mother/daughter graduation
page 6.

, Sixteen touring !Jates College students in Kiev when
the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant caught fire said,
"you'd never know anything was wrong. The Intourist guide told us Kiev ...
was in no danger.

''Disco Macho for you my new cookie"

brings 'Right Stuff

to lecture series
by .Jess Walter

· Associate Editor

Using choicely-worded , rapidfire descriptions of everything
from coed dorms to monkeys in
space, renowned author Tom
Wolfe entertained about 280
people during a breakfast at the
Ridpath Hotel in SPQkane, Tuesday . Wolfe was the final speaker
in t.his year 's EWU lecture series
of distinguished speakers, the
Academy Business Community
Program.
"Much of the process of writing
r~~lfi _.j_n !prmation in search
of a general theory of life," said
Wolfe, author of The Right Stuff,
an account of the early days of
the space program in the United
States.
Wolfe , 55, was born in Richmond , Virginia . He graduated
from Washington and Lee University and received his doctorate in American Studies from
Yale University . After working
as a reporter, he published several non-fiction works, including
The Kandy-Kolorcd Tangerine
Flake Streamlin e Baby, The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test and
Radical Chic and Mau-Mauing
the Flak Catchers .
Currently, he is working on The
·Bonfire and the Vanities, which

has been serialized in Rolling

Stone magazine. Although it is his

first work of fiction, Wolfe
doesn 'l think writers will be able
to concentrate on fiction in the
future.
"We live in an age in which the
novelist is really powerless by the
fact that his imagination is incapable of matching what he knows
he will be routinely reading in
tomorrow's newspaper," Wolfe
said, citing the space program as
an example. "This is an astonishing age we 're living in, there is
only one way to deal with it and
writers have shied away from
that -- reporting it." - - · - ··
' ' One thing writers could never
have imagined, Wolfe said, was
coed dorms, which he remarked
that EWU currently had : "Well
just think, even 15 years ago in
this country, if any 'public figure
would have suggested that . ..
downy nubile young things and
young men in the season of the
rising sap would live together.
Such an individual would 've been
looked at as though his eyebrows
were being eaten by weevils. "
Wolfe was paid $7 ,500 by EWU
to speak at the breakfast. He is
the third guest lecturer brought
this year by the seven-year-old
EWU Academy Business Community Program. Gunther Schuler and Dr . Francis Crick were
(continued on page 16)

'Gorf video stolen

fTom game room
by Kory Heindselman
Staff Reporter

University police have no leads
in the theft of a table model video
me from the PUB game room,
but believe it may have been
Dried out dwing PUB operating hours.
The 3-foot by 2-foot "Gorf"
video game, valued at $400, was
tolen sometime between 2 p.m.
May 9, and 5 p.m. on May 12.
Univenity Police Sgt. Vertie
rown said that there were no
of forced entry into the
e room, which leads police to
eve tbe pme wu taken when

room wu open.
Tbe PUB pme room baa been
taraet of NV•al thefts this

ear. Since January, three other

thefts have occurred in there.
The first two resulted in the loss
of an estimated $103 in quarters.
The third theft has no estimated
loss, but six machines were broken into.
Police are also continuing the
investigation into the theft of a
computer monitor, which was
stolen from Patterson Hall, room
#313, sometime between 4 p.m.
April 29, and 8 a.m. April 30. 'lbe
monitor was valued at about $170.
Police couldn't speculate whether this theft had any connection
to a Oct. 9, 1915 theft of $2,738
worth of computer equipment
from Pattenon.
In October, an Apple II system,
includin& a monitor, printer,, and

other items wu stolen from
Patterson. 'fllat cue has yet to be
solved.

Author Tom Wolfe speaks at the Ridpath Tuesday.

EWU grad overcomes hardships
to continue disarmament march
by Jess Walter

Association Editor

Despite being arrested, having
a fellow marcher die and seeing
her sponsor fold, Eastern gradu·
ate Shaun Sullens continues on
the Great Peace March.
"This was not in the brochures," she said in a phone
interview May 13.
PRO PEACE, the Los Angelesbased group behind the transAmerican walk for Nuclear Disarmament, folded March 12, 12
days after 1,400 marchers left
L.A. The walk was begun to bring
attention to the hU(Ce amounts of
nuclear weapons the Soviet UnioQ
and the United States have and to
call for the dismantling of those
weapons. About 700 others have

continued the walk, but Sullens
said that it hasn't been without
hardships.

Two marchers were picked up
hitch-hiking and one of them was
killed when the truck they were
riding in swerved off the road.
The driver, an 18-year-old boy,
was uninjured. He later joined
the march.
On April 8, Sullens and 89 other
marchers were arrested for civil
disobedience when they protested
in front of a Nuclear Weapons
Test Site in Nevada. She spent six
days in a jail in Gerington,
Nevada, about 40 miles from
Reno.
Sullens, 22, graduated from
EWU in 1985 with a degree in
organizational mass communication. She applied and was accept·

ed for the march last January,
quit her JOb at the YWCA and
joined the walk March 1.
I had no expectation of what the
march would be like so the
,problems haven't bothered me

like they have some, " she said.
"People like myself, who are
here for a reason, will march
regardless of what happens. I
just want to see the bombs taken
down."
Their goal is to reach Washington D.C. by N'ov. 15 ·- 260 days
after starting out. PRO PEACE
was to have raised all of the
money for the marchers, but
while they camped in the Mohave
Desert, its corporate coMections
ran out. They had planned to
raise money during the walk, but
the plans went awry.
For a week, the marchers
waited in the rain and cold for
word of what had happened to the
march. Then David Mixner, the
founder of PRO PEACE, flew in
by helicopter to tell them that the
walk was over, and soon the
support vehicles, which carried
(CIOlltiaae4 ca Plat ...
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Deckard to be awarded
for outstanding leadership

H
Hooray! Saturday will bring a decided impro.vement from <JUr
cool ailil wet weather pai._te,:n. Most(v dry weather, witl,·4 slight
threat of .,nountain showers, will develop over the region.
Highs will be,in the 70s, lows in th~ 4Qs. ·;t
•

Applications available
for 'Aquila' positions
Applications are now being
accepted for all positions , including editor, for next year 's Aquila .
Application forms for all yearbook positions can be obtained in
the Associated Students office in
PUB #303 ; deadline for the position of editor is Wednesday , June
3, at3 p.m.
Qualifications for Aquila editor
include:
•A 3.0 GPA ~t time of application.
•Junior or higher class standing.
•Enrollment at EWU with a
minimum of credifs.
•JOU rnaTis'in experie~nce
demonstrated either· by completion in courses of newswriting,
editing and graphic design, or
prior experience in all phases of
yearbook production and the
management of a staff professionally, or in college or high
school.
.
Staff positions include: photo
editor (or head photographer),

business manager , promotions
and distribution manager , section editors ( for student life ,
people , academics , athletics,
groups and sponsors and index ),
staff photographers , staff
writers , and design and layout
artists.
Most positions are stipend-paid
and all positions are eligible for
academic credit.
Deadline for applications for
staff positions is Friday, October
3 of fall quarter, but priority will
be given to those who apply
before the beginning of the 1986
f ,1_1,quai:\~r ..
Photographers must have
darki'oon'l experience and submit
a portfolfP of past work. Artists
and writers should submit examples of their past work .
Those with college and high
school experience are encouraged to apply, but staff positions are
not limited to those with experience. For further information,
call 359-2517 or 448-0311.

Primary results show
close council races
A total of 535 students - little
more than seven percent of Eastern 's student enrollment -- turned out for last week's primary
·e lection. ·
·That tur.nout was about average for spring quarter elections,
"but still pretty bad,'' according
to Director of Elections Sandy

McMartin.
The results of last week's primary also showed that:
•For Position One, Scott Carpenter received 268 votes, or 52
percent, coming out ahead of Bev
·Rhodes who received 156 votes,
or 31 percent, and George K.
(continued on page 16►
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LtJNCftEON MENU
Served f.rom 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

l'hurs.,.May 22 Scotch Broth Soup, Hot Dogs/Coney Sauce, Potato
Chips, Shepherd's Pie, Deli Bar, White/Banana Bread,
Cocoa Krispy Bars
Manhattan Clam Chowder, Turkey Fried Rice, Creamed
Fri., May2J
Tuna/Biscuits, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Brea.d. Sugar
Cookies
Sat., May24 · BRUNCH

Sun.. May25
Mon.. May26
n.s.. May 21

BRUNCH
BRUNCH
Cream Potato Soup, HamlCheele Muffin, American

Oouluh. Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bread, llanpr Cookies

W«t. May 18

Minestrone Soup, Chili Buqer/Fries, Meat/Potato Cu·
serole, Deli 'Bar, White/Wheat ~ Suaar Cookies
,,
:

. '

.....

Gregory S. Deckard will receive the 1986 Outstanding Student Leadership Award by the
Eastern Washington University
Business Advisory Council and
will be honored at the School's
Convocation ceremony June 13.
Deckard was selected from a
group of five gra~uating seniors
nominated by the faculty on the
basis of outstanding leadership
and community service. The four
other nominees for the award
were , Kenneth L. Tucker, Terri
J. Bostwick, Bernice Hill and
James Plumlee.
Deckard has been on the
Dean's Honor Roll at EWU all 12
quarters he has attended and has
been named to the National
Dean 's List. Deckard has a cumulative grade point average of
3.8.
"I'm really excited about this
award," said Deckard, who has
served two full terms as president of the EWU chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda. He has also served
as State President in 1984-1985,
and was named Future Business
Executive at both the 1985 and
1986 state conferences.

Deckard 's involvement with
Phi Beta Lambda and the Washington Water Power Co., has led
to the development a new class in
the business department called
"Investment of Excellence." Developed by the Pacific Institute in
Seattle, the program will be
offered for the first time winter
quarter.
Deckard said the Phi Beta
Lambda chapter attended the
1986 Washington State Leadership Conference in Ellensburg,
April 11 ~13 and received 22
awards -- two more than last
year, Deckard said. The awards
for the 1986 conference were:
11-first places. 7-second places,
and 4-third places. Seventeen
students from the EWU Chapter
of Phi Beta Lambda competed in
the states events. Of these 17
students only 13 have qualified to
compete in the National Leadership Conference this summer.
Deckard is one of the members
on the National 's team from
EWU. This year the students will
travel to Washington , D.C., with
, competition starting June 30th.
The State Leadership Confer-

ence consisted of a leadership
development workshop, meetings
and establishing contacts in the
business world, electing new
state officers, and competition. in
many different business-related .
events . The state conference is a
stepping stone to the National
Leadership Conference.
Deckard has worked for the
Farmers and Merchants Bank,
the Washington Water P~wer
Co., and Hewlett-Packard while
attending school. His future goals
include employment in finance
management and eventually
earning an MBA.
Other recipients of awards and
scholarships in the Business
School are; Kenneth L. Tucker,
Wall Street Journal Award, Alpha Kappa Psi Schol'arship; Clarice Martin, National Business
Education Award; Ron Ringel,
Peter Bozanich-Arnie Carlson
Scholarship Award; Bernie Hill
and Lonnie Hart, 1985 Kaiser
Foundation Scholarship Award ;
Guy Marshall , Kelli Fletcher,
and James R Plumlee, all received the Mary Shields Wilson
Award.

Changes made in advising process
to benefit undeclared students
The General Undergraduate
Advising office has made some
changes to benefit undeclared
students.
Now the primary focus is on
individualized counseling by appointment for academic planning
and advising. Instead of parttime advisers who see students
on a drop-in basis during regfstration periods, full-time academic counselors will offer advising
by appointment year round.
Advising appointments are
available daily for students who
want to plan ahead toward completion of GURs and premajor
requirements or discuss their
interests and possible majors.

Counseling is also available for
students experiencing academic
.difficulty or uncertainty about
the ch9ice of a major.
· Academic planning occurs
without a bulletin, so students
can seek advising any time and
can avoid busy registration pe,r,~.
iods if desired. Registration
Transaction Forms are signed
and placed in students' files,
along with their written academic plans, for easy access during
registration. Undeclared students who do not choose to be
advised can pick up registration
forms stamped "self advised" in
the GUA office when ready to
register.

GUR question and answer sessions are offered every Tuesday
at 1:30 p.m. and every Friday at
10 a.m. in Showalter 104 for
anyone who wants to attend.
Students are encouraged to bring
their files and ask questions
about GUR choices in a group
setting if they do not make an
,1dvising appointment.
Because there will be no dropin advising and because appointment times are filling quickly,
undeclared students who want to
be advised prior to summer or
fall quarters are urged to make
advising appointments as soon as
possible.

Students and parents alike
enjoy events 'of weekend
by Molly A. lksic
Sta ff Reporter

The traditional Welcome Dinner Friday night started · the
entertainment of this year's Parents' Weekend -which ended on
Sunday with a Farewell Breakfast.
Friday night's entertainment
consisted of the "Elvis Tribute"
family concert. One student's
mother said the concert was,
"fun, exciting and well done."
There was opportunity to dance
between the musical sets of Elvis
impersonator Rick Saucedo. The
50s music was enjoyable and
brought back memories for some
of the parents.
Friday night ~me to a close
with the viewing of the moon,
stars and planets tbroulh 30
dlfferent bl&h-pow~red telelCopel JWOvidect by the Spokane

Astronomical Society.
Saturday'• actlvitlea bepn at 9
a.m. with tbe Cowa.bunp Fun
Run. 'l1le runners bad a choice of
either a . ; lOK or lOK herd

competition that routed through
EWU's campus and Cheney. One
of the student's helping with the
run called the race "Eastern's
answer to Bloomsday. ''
The student entertainment and
a barbecue took place in the mall,
and parents were seen eating and
smiling along with students.

Afternoon entertainment consisted of the EWU cheerleaders,
Jazz Ensemble, ·Collegians and
the Jazz III Unlimited dancers.
After the entertainment, parents
were able to enjoy the sun and
campus tours.
Saturday evening came to a
close with the Torch Light Parade in downtown Spokane.

Deadline for application nears
Deadline to turn in applications
for the position of Easterner
editor next year is this Friday.
Qualifications for the position
are as follows:
--Upperclassman standing at
the time of application.
·--A 3.0 or higher grade point

average at the time of applica'tion.
·-Journ~lism skills as exemplified by completion of journalism
newswriting courses, basic journalism law, or have worked as a
professional journalist or editor
of a college newspaper for a
period of two quarters.

Interlake School holds interviews
John Hentze, Director of Interlake School, Medical Lake, will
be on campua to interview elementary level araduatea in all

major,& on

-y

310. For further

21 in Showalter

information call

tbe :Ewt.J Career Planni111 and
Placement office in Showalts
'310.
.•

~'J l r _
; ,' • t

y
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RTV's production.showcases EWU talents
by Colleen Casey
Staff Reporter

Photographer's Derek Hanson's photo shows the various aspects in tapi~g RTV's 'Techincal
Difficulties.'

Art department gjves awards
Three Eastern art students
have each ~en named recipients
of a $150 scholarship awarded by
the art department faculty at last
Friday's opening reception of the
Fourth Annual Student Art Exhibition.
Winners of the awards are
Brad Skubinna, who received the
Robert Hanrahan Memorial

Award, Shawn Murphy, winner of
the Mary Swerer Endowed
Award and J.ennifer Thomasson
for the Nan K. Wiley Memorial
Award.
Also recognized at the opening
was art student Mark Jacobson
who was given a $100 Gallery of
Art Aw..ard sponsored by Eastern's gallery. Receiving honor-

able mention and award of $25
each were Kathy Stevenson,
Mimi Ross-Roberts and William
Taylor.
The works of the winning artists, along with the works of other
art students can be viewed at
Eastern's Gallery of Art until
June 6.

Every other Monday night,
students in the RTV department
film Technical Difficulties, a
television show featuring local
rock bands and campus comedy .
The one-hour taped program is
shown on cable TV in Spokane on
channel 16, but unfortunately
can 't be seen on Cheney cable,
according to Mike Hansel, who
has ·been director and executive
producer for Technical Difficulties.
"The original plan was to air
the show every two weeks on
-2heney cable and also have a live
simulcast on the radio to promote
the show, but funding for this ran
out this year," said Hansel.
At the end of the year, the taped
shows will also be sent to Seattle
and Portland for programming,
said Hansel. Hansel is hopeful
that next year the show will ge
able to be aired in Cheney.
Each show is hosted by a
different Eastern "celebrity,"
such as last year's ASB President
Pat Davidson, KEWC disk jockey
Mike Lybier, and Easterner columnist Jess Walter.
The comedy is done by the
theater department and is taped
before the live show. Radio-Television majors, who have volunteered their time, do all of the
technical work for the show, and
although they don't receive credit

REGU1•1°

Cowabunga-Race attracts 750
received a certificate. Frederickson ran the race in 53: 07, finishing behind 130 other runners.
The top overall finisher. in the
lOK race was Mark Hoitink with a
ti me of 33: 34. Second , and third
place finishers for the males
were Jeff Corkill, 33:58 and Rod
Steadman, 34:06. Top female finisher was Janet Hein-Stannard,

by Bob Clegg

A new course attracted about
750 runners for the 4th Annual
Cowabunga Road Race, May 17
during Parents Weekend. The
race consisted of the 5-kilomter,
IO-kilometer and a "Herd Race,"
in which four runners were tied
together by a rope around their
waists.
Eastern President H. George
Frederickson set a challenge for
the race. Anyone beating the
president's time during the lOK

42:52.

In the 5K race, Ric~ Schwartz
won with a time of 15:49. Brian
Oster and Chris Lewis came in
2nd and 3rd with times of 16:25

for their involvement, "it is a
good way to gain experience"
and put into practice what they
have learned, said Tim Kelleher,
who is in charge of comedy for
the shows and has also directed
the show.
Hansel, a senior majoring in
TV production and audio engineering, feels that he has learned
an incredible amount from his
involvement in the shows. " Although it's hard work, I feel that
we do' a good job."
Since there is no budget for the
program , all props and other
items used for the shows come
from students or from the RTV
department.
The bands appearing in the
show, which are usually from
Spokane or Seattle, are not paid,
but, according to Kelleher, being
on the show is a good way for
them to gain exposure to the
public.
A problem caused by the lack
of a budget is that some of the
tape used is not high-quality and
doesn't meet standards ·for airing. Kelleher estimates that 50
percent of their comedy has been
lost because of bad tape.
The audience for the show,
which consists of anyone interested in watching, has been fairly
small lately due probably to a
lack of publicity, said Kelleher.
He is hoping for a larger crowd
for their Showcase Show on June

COURSE

and 17: 24 respectively. Top fem ale finishers were Cindy Barrett, 22:19, Kerry Kruse, 22:23
and Barbara Henderson, 22:44.
In the Herd race, the team of
Hoblin, Janzen, Kite, and Grondahl won with a time of 19: 31.
Individual winners in each category received recognition.
Last year, there were 515 participants, and the herd race has
grown from eight herds last year
to 24 this year.

Domino's Pizza Delivers®
the tastiest, most
nutritious 'course' on
your busy schedule. We
make great custom-made
pizza and deliver - steamy
hot - in less than 30
minutes! So take a break
from studying and have a
tasty treat. One call does
it all!

235-2000
1879-1 st St.
Cheney

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1985 Oonuno's Pizza , Inc.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
,,
DELIVERS®
FREE.

r··········-T··--------~
I $1 Off : $2 Off !
ls1 .00 off any pizza. I$2.00 off any 16" I
11 coupon per pizza.

I

I

IGood at listed
location.

I

IName; _ _ _ _ _

II

Phone: _ _ _ _ _

.

.

A giant Cow entered the C.Owabunga Road Race last weekend. The cow is Ju Pijkma,
Robin Isenhart, Y,ette, Paltla1 ad Ju Felton. .

Expires

fJ/5186

I
1 2-item or more
I pizza.
11 coupon per pizza. 1
I Good at listed
I
I location.

I

I

Name:

I

I

Phone:

I

-----1
I

·
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Opinion
Martinen overlooked

microcomputers in his
commitment to VAX
It's good to see that Extended Programs Vice President
Gordon Martinen has (apparently) decided to once again
authorize repairs to the Spokane Center's VAX computer equipment. But the subject of similar problems in the Spokane
Center's microcomputer lab have not been addressed.
The microcomputer lab is supposed to have 16 Apple computers and four printers available for student and faculty use.
The lab is supposed to be supplied with printer paper, ribbons,
software, and software manuals.
Finally, lab assistants, paid out of user access
fees, are sup.,
posed to work in the lab on a regular basis.
That's not the way things are now. The lab only has a total of
15 computers, three of which don't have circuit boards needed
to run frequently-used ~ftware. Of the 12 that remain, one tias
only one disk drive, which means it can't run commonly-used
programs that requires two drives. Another has a color monitor
that makes it almost useless for word processing, one of the
major tasks for which people use the microcomputers. That
leaves the lab with only ten fully functional computers.
Another problem is routine maintenance. The lab's printers,
even when they are mechanically sound, ·are often unusable
because their ribbons run out of ink and are not replaced.
Printer paper is used up and not promptly replaced.
There are people problems as well. Computer consultants are
scheduled in the lab only in the late afternoon and evening.
Thus, for most of the day, lab users have no access to assistance
with their computer-related problems.

All this combines·• to ,produce .a situation in
which the Spokane Center i microconi-•
puters lab is functioning at less than full
potential.
In addition, the lab has been, and continues to be, used by
many people who have not paid the required $15-per-quarter
computer access fee, established to help defray the costs of the
lab's services and supplies.
All this combines to produce a situation in which the Spokane
Center· microcomputer lab is functioning at less than full potential. That's a shame. The lab is a valuable resource for the
center, and should not be allowed to deteriorate further.
Several steps need to be taken.
-First, all the lab's hardware should be restored to full operating condition and kept that way. This will take money. If
Extended Programs can't afford to pay the whole bill, it ought
to arrange to split the bill with Academic Affairs, since the lab
is used mostly for academic purposes.
-Second, the lab access fee should be enforced; that's only
fair. It's not right that some users pay while others. get a free
ride. Besides, it'~ not that big an expense, considering the benefits of access to a computer and powerful software.
- Third, faculty members who require or strongly recommend
use of the computer lab for class assignments should acknowledge
the fact by noting on their class schedule cards that computer
use will be required. That way, access fees can be billed and collected.
Finally, the Academic Computing office, which hires and
schedules consultants to assist lab users and maintain lab supplies, needs to make sure those things get done. Those who pay
for the use of the computer lab ought to be getting their

money's worth.

·

The Easterner asks that everyone take a moment this Memorial Day
to relect on those who gave their lives in defense of this country.

Psychological war causing low
priority .given to Hanford residents
•

by Chelaye Hines
Special to the Easterner

As long as the majority of Americans believe the
solution to international differences lies in amassing nuclear weapons, the Department of Energy
will give low priority to the safety of citizens living
near the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.
National security is in vogue. Hanford officials
have released massive clouds of radioactive particles and gases over an unsuspecting population in
what one "downwinder" has termed "a useless and
perverted science experiment." The DOE justifies
its activity with argument rooted in national
security.
Ronald Reagan's landslide presidential victory
underlined the consen~us that in America might is
right. Voters rallied' in record numbers to his
platform which included faith in nuclear weapons
and safety in strength.
Robert Alvarez, director of the Nuclear Power
and Weapons -Project for the Environmental Policy
Institute, calls the DOE "a bureaucracy whose
primary misiiion is to mass produce nuclear arms
as quickly and cheaply as possible.''
Certainly, if we accept the premise that nuclear
weapons are the only thing standing between us and
certain annihilation, or worse, subjugation, then
anything interfering with Hanford's purpose could
be construed as undermining national security.
Arguments continue to rage over exactly how

I

many "excess" cancers have been caused by
radiation released from Hanfor~; scientists debate
exactly how large of radiation dose it is "permissible" to inflict upon people before they begin
suffering health problems obviously connected to
radiation exposure.
The democratic principal of a right to personal
privacy is being swept under the rug of national
security. In no country should it be permissible for
the government to subject the population to doses of
potentially-deadly pollutants, no matter how small.
The most noted scientists cannot agree on how
much ra(Jiation is safe. The situation is like the old
joke -- not too funny in this case -- of learned
doctors pontificating that "We used to think ... but
now we know." History abounds with examples of
scientists convinced that this time they have found
the truth.
In 1943, the National Council , on Radiation
Protection's standard for a permissible dose of
radiation for workers was 0.1 R per day -- 7,000
times today's acceptable standard.
·The truth is that Hanford may be killing people.
Even the DOE can no longer deny it. But that makes
no difference. We a11e a militaristic society and we
are at war. Not overtly -- because that would be
suicide --·but psychologically, from Reagan down to
the voters who elected him.
In wartime, nothing can stand in the way of
defense. And in any war civilians are often
casualties.

U.S. Travel industry playing
down terrorist risks to travelers
Best for Americans to stay close to home
by Jodi Yancer
Special to the Easterner

There's no place like home. 'lbese words are
tumbling from the lips of many Americans planning
vacations. Last December's airport bombings in
- Rome and Vienna - coupled with the 11.S. bombings
on Ubya - have prompted Americans to stay closer
to home this .• ~er, f ~ their preaence in
Europe and in nations bordering the -Mediterranean ·
would'be neither welcome nor safe.
U.S. officiall and travel agents are playing down
risks· to tourists. The State ~~t ~ u of

Consular Affairs offers advice to tourists by first
suggesting where not to travel. On their lists are
places as Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya,
and Uganda. Those who cannot avoid uavel to these
countries are rerouting to steer clear of Rome and
Vienna airports, preferring to fly home instead
· from Switzerland and Germariy.
Meanwhile, U.S. airlines and travel agents are
'reminding travelen that the odds of becoininl a
terrorist victim are remote.
'
Some 5 ·million Americans are expected to visit
Europe this year. TIJey ue being qed to keep a
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Campus Forum
Correspondence

Walter's
Words

on Easterner awards
The members of the Easterner staff who
received awards at the Sigma Delta Chi/
Society of Professional Journalist banquet are
to be congratulated. These honors speak
directly to the quality and dedication of The
Easterner staff.
I especially wish to commend Chris
LeBlanc and Robert Siler for the work which
they have done in bringing the truth and
specific facts to our campus. I would also like
to say a special "Well done" to photographer
Steven G. Smith for the numerous awards in

photography.
Your position of bringing the truth along
with specific facts is greatly appreciated by
me and many other faculty members. Heaven
help us all if the administration, or any other
body, is successful in-censoring the freedom of
the press. Who knows what such success
might bring next!
Again, congratulations to all the members
of the Eastern staff and keep up the good
work.
Dr. Wayne H. Hall
Faculty Member and
Vice President EWU / AHE

on irresponsible budgeting
Eastern's verdict Normal

Continuing their game of monopoly.

1985

Our Library is down to skin and bone;·
Only sports sit on the throne.
$400,000 in the red;

Administrators continue to bully ahead.
As their debt becomes insurmountable,
We know the students will be held
accountable.
If the Board of Trustees ignore the truth,
Last alternative: phone in Booth.

The time has come for their MOVE;
They'll try to exchange red chips for blue.
'

Hark! Whose money lies on that table
Covering the dice and making them playable?

If you don't know, you never will.
Just sit back and swallow their pill.
Our Board is like a jolly-old-fellow,
Half rubber stamp, half marshmallow.
If education serves as host,
I'd take delight in attending their roast.
EWCE Grad Hal Meili

Travel from page 4 - - - - - - - - = - - - - - low profile overseas, and to consider traveling by
land rather than air.
_
Finally, agents and officials alike are asking
travelers to buy their tickets in advance and
proceed through security points quickly, avoiding
public areas where trouble is most likely to occur.
The U.S. travel industry is coping with the loss of
business by promoting domestic travel and tours tc
safer countries, places that tourists perceive as free
of terrorism. Although agencies are reporting
overseas booking losses as high as 60 percent, travel
to Mexico, Tahiti, Hawaii, and Canada is on the rise.
European travel agencies are bracing themselves
for an even greater loss of business. Tourist
agencies in Italy and Greece are planning multi-

by Jess Walter
Associate Editor

The late philosopher Edwin Scrifnower once said, "I
wouldn't mind going to hell as long as I didn't have to
commute."
Okay, he didn't really, in fact I made him up, but it sure
would have been a hot introduction.
The truth is, commuting from Spokane to Eastern is hell.
Why go off to college if you have to leave later that day.
Sure, Cheney isn't the most exciting town - in fact it would
probably be right in the hunt for the least exciting town - but
everyone should live in a college town once in their life. And
the best time is when you're in college.
Sitting on a porch with a brew in your hand and a textbook in
your lap, watching other students flip a frisbee around, or toss
a football, or throw ninja death stars. Ah, the carefree,
effortless life of a college town.
_
Compare that to the freeway, where commuting students
spend% of their adult life, eating donuts and studying during
the six-minute hurl to Eastern and back.
Actually there are two kinds of commuters. One is th~ kind
mentioned above, the rushers, people who work, drive to
school, raise families, run for congress, sell Amway and do
whatever else they don't have time for.
The other kind, bussers, ride the bus in from Spokane and
look like they haven't slept lately. These people aren't rushing
about. I'm not even sure ~they take classes They wear
tren~hcoats, drink their body. weight in coffee every day and
think that campus ends at the PUB's south door.
Bussers never graduate, they just dye their hair a different
color. I think the mixture of bus fumes and espresso stunts the
ambition portion of their brains. They are usually _art. or
theatre or creative writing majors or some combmabon
thereof.
Sometimes bussers rush and rushers bus and some students
don't fit either category but all commuters have one thing in
common: they all get large envelopes in the mail with Ed
McMahon's picture on them.
Many commuters will tell you that Spokane is a much better
place than Cheney to live. This is because of the bars and shops
and malls and Guardian Angels in the parks and mayors that
smile all the time and restaurants with plants in them and
dogs with white teeth and all sorts of wonderful things.
Well, Cheney's got dogs too.
0

1986

They haven't altered their philosophy;

Commuters enjoy low
gas prices, not college

million dollar travel campaigns to lure wary
travelers. Regardless of how successful such
promotions may be, overseas countries, especially
those bordering the Mediterranean, are expecting
devastating losses in tourist dollars.
We are .all victims of terrorism, in one way or
another, businesses fail, economies falter and
plunge, and the right of free people to travel is
restricted. Americans consider who the terrorists
are mad at and they realize the bloody finger is
pointing at them, threatening their safety and
security abroad. Fear discourages exploration and
curiosity. But if peace of mind means staying within
the borders of our safe and civilized country, then
perhaps it is best that Americans stay close to
home.

WHAT~THE
BEST PA~
OF LIVING IN
THIS TOWN?

9~ 1 1sf St.

--------------------~
I Zip's
. ·
·
I

II ~•~
II

Egg Sandwiches
(Ham, Bacon, or Sausage)

$1.09

II
II

•---Coupon Expires 5-22-86 •• ~

I

I

I Zip's
I

I
i~~:: ·II
~

-

!

Chili Burger

s1.29

I

I
II

.

a.. ••• coupon Expires 5-22-86 ••.
;._..·~~L\..~-=======;;;;;JiL
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Graduation is a year-long process

By Chad M. Hutson

News Editor
This is the first in a thrcc-p.-,rt
series of articles examining
graduation.

Most students usually don 't
start thinking about graduation
until s pring rolls around , but for a
fe w Eastern employees , gradua tion i a year-round event.
Those who dea l with gr adua tion all year long work in the
Reg is tra rs ffi c . They ay gradua tion ca n be ·1 ha ppy tim e, but
ca n a l o b a li me of hearta ·h
a nd di ·appointm ent .
" Gra duati on should be ha ppy
for everyone , not a time to find
out you 're not graduating because you forgot to take a class ,· ·
said Assistant Registrar Shirley
Billings.
Many seniors " count on ' graduating when in fact they haven't
checked their files to see if they
need any GUR classes or have
made sure that certain classes
transfer properly from other

schools , said Billings .
The people in the Registrars
Office work year-round checking
on seniors who have applied for
graduation the r e commended
three quarte rs in advance .
" It 's an all -year process making s ure that all the seniors get
through th ~ir clas es and also

The Registrar Rush

checking to s ee if they might need
to take any cla sses before they
graduate ," Billings a id .
Billings stressed the need for
seniors to check their graduation

"It's hard telling them (they
won 't graduate ) because they
have worked so hard toward that
degree , and to tell the m they are
going to have to wait in order to

take a history or math class is
just devastating ," Colt said.
Colt said she uses her experiences from when she graduated
from EWU in 1979 to help guide
seniors through the last few ,
" rough " months .
"I see them coming in with
some of the same problems I had
as a senior and I find it easier to
h -•lp the m bec:au e I can use
experience to guide th e m rather
than use som e t xtbook an -we r ,"
aid Coll.
This part of the year i a lways
bad beca use pa nic-stri cken s niors com e to her with probl e m ·
and fears of not gra duating , Colt
added.
" These problems are loo much
for people to have to go through ,
but it. might have not happened if
they had sent in I.heir graduation
applications sooner than four
weeks before graduation ," Colt
said .
While the actual planning for
the graduation ceremony starts
in January , many in the Regis-

trars Office are compiling data
from the previous graduation in
early August in order to help plan
for the next one.
When April roles around Colt
starts ordering the diplomas
which arrive on campus in early
July . During ceremonies , graduates receive only the holder the
diploma fits into. The certificates
are mailed in Jul y.
Thi s year l .G50 E ag les will
wa lk a cross the Pavilion floor to
rece ive a diploma (holder ). Las t
ca r I ,:3B7 peopl e we re graduated
from Easte rn , but Rillings said
thi s yea r ' figures will change,
due to som e not pa ssing classes
·prin g quart.er .
fn the e nd , Billings a nd Colt.
both agree that the work is all
worth it.
" It always reminds me of when
I graduated, the feelings of grati tude and also of helplessness, of
nothing to hang onto anymore .
But, I made it and I can see all of
this year 's graduates making it ,"
Colt said.

Mother and daughter share dreams of graduation
By Chad M. Hutson

News Editor

Most mothers and daughters
don 't share their college experience , but Rita and Denise Lafreniere are experiencing the
dreams and struggles of college
together .
Both Rita and Denise are graduating this spring from Eastern
with general studies degrees and
mom and daughter agree the
struggle to get the degrees has
been almost overwhelming.
The mother , Rita , said she has
dreamed of going to college for 30
years and now those dreams are
a reality .
" For me my struggle has been
getting my children raised so I
could pursue my college goals ,"
said Rita .
The 47-year-old mother of five
children says she has had a roughtime balancing a full-time job
with motherhood and full-time
college.
Rita works in Spokane for a law
firm as a librarian.
" I sometimes have to go to
work at three in the morning so I
don t miss my mor'ling class, but
the law firm has been so wonderful in helping me and encourag-

i ng me to get this degree, " she
SPid .
' 'I haven't cooked a meal in
three years, and my husband has
become quite a good cook , but I
gues he's had to," said Rita.
Raising the five children left
Rita wan(ing a " true and complete" education more and more
because she saw four of her five
siblings g~t college degrees, she
said .

'~It's been a ten-year
struggle for me and
l'm so glad it's almost
over."
Rita said she plans to return
after graduation and get her
bachelor's degree in anthropology , one of her three emphasis
areas in the general studies
degree . The other two areas are
Women's Studies and French .
Even though Rita has had to
undergo some major changes in
her lifestyle in order to excell in

college. she still encourages older
people to pursue their educational goals .
" I think that if you have the
desire to go out and make something of yourself, you can't stop
half way there, or not even try,
you have to go out and do it," Rita
said .
Her daughter is -a testimony to
her philosophies.
Denise, has been at Eastern
since 1983 and has been going to
different colleges since 1976.
" It 's been a ten-year struggle
for me and I'm so glad it's almo~'
over ,·• said 27-year-old Denise.
Denise has epilepsy and a
learning disorder which prohibits
her from reading at a normal
rate.
For Denise, the completion of
ten years worth of pain and agony
trying to fit in. trying to live a
normal college life, has all been
worth it .
" Finally graduating is so exciting to me ," said Denise. But
there were some tough times in
reaching that goal for both Denise and her mother .
" I'm aware of the frustration
and agony t,hat Denise went
through to get this degree and I
feel the hurt she feels knowing
that she really never achieved an
understanding by the administra tion , faculty and students for her
disabilitie ' . In fact, some of the
people made it even harder for
her, " said Denise's mother.
Denise recalls being told by
university officials in the residential life office that she could't live
in the dorms because of her
disabilities .
" They told me I would have to
move off campus or go to counseling to help control my epilepsy,''
said Denise.
Denise described the anger she
felt when she found out the
administration was "so blind to
think that counseling would control my epilepsy.''
Finally, through legal channels, Denise got into dorm life.
She described it as very hectic
and very disappointing.
"When I felt a seizure coming
on I would leave the room and

when I would return people would
leave messa1es on my door uying 'stay off the booze,' and it
hurt seeing that," uid Deaiae_

· - -- -- ·- · .. -- . . . .. .. .

:then take a walk and watch a sunset.

Photo by Chad Hutson

That was only a small part of
the problem for Denise . She says
som e of the professors at Eastern
wanted her out of the university
sys tem .
" I wanted to take a ce rtain
cla ss out he re a few years ago
and every time I tried I would be
told r couldn 't take it , for no
reason ," Denise said .
Several calls and visits were
made to the office of EWU
President H. George Frederickson, but all efforts stopped short
of actually getting an answer as
to why she couldn't. take the
class, according to Denise and
her mother.
"Finally they let her in the
class, but there were hard feelings between her and the teacher," said Rita.

ance was an inspiration to her
mother and to those around Denise.
" Denise really encouraged me
when l needed it and we really
hung tough when the situation
ca ll ed for it, " said Rita .
Denise says her mother wa~
a lso an important factor in her
being able to graduate.
" Mom has been my support
when things were bad, and I think
we really helped each other a
lot," said Denise.
Neither Rita nor her mother
have taken any classes together
at Eastern, but have taken some
in Oregon. Both describe having
classes together as "good because we could study off each
other's notes," said Denise.
This graduation will be special

Rita said the university "totally disregarded her (Denise's)
rights as a disabled penon and
didn't allow her the rights she
should have been liven."
Denise's desire and penerver-

for everyone, but for Denise and
Rita it is a moment that both
have looked forward to, fought
for and believed in for yean, and
the memories of achievtna that
goal will last that much lonler.
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Final performance
of EWU orchestra
will be next month

Members of the EWU Symphony Orchestra, from left to right, Alana J. Smith, Cheri
Lynn Taft, Scott E. Jamison, Dorothy Blankenship and Martha J. Pendell.
Photo by Steve Wilson

Phase will close
Saturday, Sunday
The Phase II activity areas and
swimming pool will be closed
Saturday and Sunday, May 24
and 25, for the Memorial Day
holiday.
On Friday, May 23 , the activity
area will be open from 7:30 a .m .
to 5 p.m . The pool will be open
from noon to 1 p.m .

RTV from page 3 - - - - - 2 which will be the final show of

the year. The band for this show
will be The Exploding Fifis , a
popular Spokane band whom
Kelleher feels will bring in a
larger audience since people
would normally have to pay to
see this band . Kelleher himself
will be hosting this show, and
Hansel will be the director .
This we~k's show, which was
hosted by " Scooter Man" (alias

Greg Pace ) included music by
the Wild Debbies from Seattle
and was directed by Jeff Bolinger.
For information on the June 2
show contact the RTV department at 359-2221 .

The Eastern Was hinglon Uni vers ity Symphony Orche tra wi ll
feature five stude nt coneer to
competition winners on the Orchestra's gra nd fin a le pe rfor man ce on und· y, June I al 7
p.m . in the Music Building Re cital Hall on Eas tern 's cam pus in
Cheney .
Under the lea der ship of con ductor Stefan Kozin ski , this tri bute to fiv e outstanding loca l
musicians promises an evening
of fine musical entertainment.
The concert will begin with
"Opening Lines - A Fanfare for
Orchestra" written by EWU student Scott E. Jamison , followed
by Cheri Lynn Taft, french horn ,
performing Camille Saint-Saens '
" Morceau de Concert.''
The salute to these five outstanding musicians will continue
with Dorothy Blankenship, violin ,
performing the first movement of
Ludwig van Beethoven's " Con-

rto for Violin and Orc h s tra in
D rnajM .' . Alana J . Smith , marimba , will n "Xt b f at ured p r forming Jam es Bas ta 's " one rlo for Marimba and rcheslra ,' · followed by Martha J .
Pendell , oprano, taking cent r
·tage to perform Giu se ppe
Ve rd i"s " Str id la vampa " from
" II Tro vato re, " a nd Giacomo
Puccini 's " Vissi d'arte " fr om
" Tosca ." For a memorable conclus ion , the EWU Symphony will
end this 1985-86 season with
Ri c ha rd Wagner 's powerful
"Overture to Die Meistersinger ."
Admission to the performance
is $2 general , free for students
with EWU identification. There is
no reserved seating for the concert , so come early to enjoy this
specia l event. For more information , call the EWU Symphony
office at 35q_2258, or toll free from
Spokane at 458-6211 extension
2258.
•

1

Registration starts Friday,June 13, at theatres everywhere.
'

Now at the Trailtown Saddlery
We've added
Jim & Dodie's Silverworks
Custom & Costume Jewelry
Gold -Silver-· Casting & Repair
All Your Jewelry Needs in One Corner

CHECK IT DUY.

The Bank that is run by students for students ...

THESTUDENTBANKOFSPOKANE
BECOME A CHARTER DEPOSITOR AND RECEIVE
FREE CHECKING ... (deadline is June 3rd, 19861
ALL DEPOSITORS WILL RECEIVE YOUR OWN
PHOTO I.D. CARD.
PLUS, MANY OTHER SERVICES DESIGNED TO
MEET THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS ...
• Personalized Checking
• Savings Accounts
• Loans
• Establish Credit
• Scholarships for depositors derived from the profits.

ELIGIBILITY: only students may become depositors.

HOURS:
Weekdays: 2 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p. m.
Saturdays: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

STUDENT
BANK OF
SPOKANE
N. 7404 Division St.
(509) 484-5300
Member F.D.I.C.

APAPER

CLIP ProoUClion An ALAN METTER run1
RODNEY DANGERF1ELD ' BACK 'ro SCHOOL"
SALLY KELLERMAN BURT YOUNG KEITH GORDON ADRIENNE BARBEAU ROBERT DOWNEY,JR.
SAM KINISON and NED BEATTY as 'Dw Martin' M~ ~DANNY ELFMAN
t\toJliYe Produre~ESTELLt EN~LER MlCHAEL ENDLER HAROLD RAMIS Proollffil by CHUCK RUSSELL Smtnp~y ~STEVEN KAMPMANN
&WILL PORTER aoo PETER TOROKVEI &HAROLD RAMIS 51ocy 1iy RODNEY DANGERFIELD &GREG mlDS &DENNIS SNEE
PG-13 f'AlllNTIITHNllY CAUTION(D,0. SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON Dinru.d by ALAN METTER r.oo- ~ Dd.lllt ' □DL~,r.=t
ao .. , . ,1.,11, •• 1, 1u"ra,,1111 for Cllllfro• U•••• IJ

MCARECORDS AND CASSEiJtli.

An

OitiON PICTURES Release

(!)
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Polls open today; vote on count
Position 1
I

Position 3
~
,' ~'./ i
)

I

JOAN

,,.;..

~

' ,iM,"'"'""'.........·,

FEHRENBACH ER

/

A

'

CO

I

I L POSITI 0 1
MBt R 3

✓

K EE P! l (j
W I:: E1 DO R
JOA I PO !T IO #3:

'

Ram Gopal
Benji E trellado
Jess Walter
Erik Mortvedt
Steve Larkin
Darren Henke
Yusef Gokcek
Todd Metter
Dawn Larsen
Pat Davidson
Ray Snoke
Stephanie Larson
Lynn Rodseth
Annie Cole
Angie Harvey
John Buck
Rick Gonzales
Katy Sorey
B.K. Stewart
Dan Kirchmeier
Lisa Hammacher
Kim Strong
Jayne Sorey
Lucas Gervais
Shawn Anderson
Kimberly Boyce
Sherrylee Hotchkiss
Cinda McMackin
Suzy Schwab
Greg Vandenberg
Monica Schwann

.<'l
"'IW'

I

•
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Joan Fehrenbacher
Beverly Rhodes

Scott Carpenter

My goal if I were to be a council
·· member next year is to keep the
students in the residence halls
more aware of what's going on in
A.S. and to be their representative on the councii. Having worked in the residence halls for over
two years, and in particular with
the Pearce Hall Council for the
last year, I've seen a gap between
A.S. and the hall governments
and I'd like to fill it.

As the present holder of council
position 1, I recognize the importance of strong leadership in
student government. Currently, I
maintain membership on six A.S.
committees, including the task
force on Remedial Issues and the
Student Health Advisory Committee. At present I'm working
toward opening better communication lines between the student
government, the administration
and you, the students. These
groups need to come together by
an open and increased joint effort
in solving student problems.

David Gill

As a commuter and present
council m~mber, I have worked
to make council more representative and effective by writing
legislation assigning each council
member groups that they would
be responsible to visit and represent regularly. I will also continue to promote direct lobbying to
the Washington Legislature on
behalf of student issues. Other
pressing needs include; permanent bookstore and better parking
at the Spokane Center, longer
campus library hours and discounted bus passes for commuters.

"I have found as president of
Morrison Hap that there is tremendous pot~ntial here at Eastern Washingion University, that
is barely beihg tapped by A.S.,
that is the stildent body. I have
found that i is possible to increase infor ation flow to students, and l at it's possible to
have the voi s heard, I've done
it in Morriso , I'd like to do it in
A.S. Butit's u to you, I need your
support. elect David Gill!"

Position

Make your reservations
for the
Spring Formal now.
,

SEA GALLEY STORES, INC.
N. 1221 Howard St.
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-3361

BE A FEHRENBACHER
BACKER!!

Sybil E. McNelly

I am a returning student, which
means that I have years of
experience in the business world,
learning how to get things done.
I will work tirelessly and effectively for the benefit of the
students striving to get the most
for the least expenditure of resourc~s.
Working with faculty and staff,
I will bring student needs and
wants to the forefront of discussion, and endeavor to focus their
attention on satisfying these
·needs and wants.

To do the job right. ..
Make the right choice ...

KEITH
MEADOWCROFT

JOJ eZenner

ts need and deentative with the
experiem;e, wledge, communication skills nd determination
to serve them and I believe I am
· that repre
tive. I commit
myself .to
dent needs and
concerns -- ther it's parking,
activities,
vices, commuter
buses, add ing administration
and faculty,; the allocation of
student mo · -- I will s~ that
you are b itting from your
contribution ASE WU!
Please r
t Joyce Zenner
Council Pos· · n 8.

END OF THE YEAR
SPECIAL
YOU ASKED FOR IT!
YOU GOT IT!

- - - -RETAIN TODD WIGGEN

" Chanel " will shampoo,
cut & style your hair the
way you want it for only

$6.99!
A.S. COUNCIL

POSITION

#7

CALL PRIME CUT
ASEWU COUNCIL POSITON 9

747-8706
W. 340 Riverside, Spokane

PROFESSIONAL
HAIR DESIGN

Good till June 13th, 1986

EWU st
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council spots 1, 3, 7, 8,
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SAMPLE BALLOT
POSITION ONE
SCOTT CARPENTER.
BEV RHODES ..... . .

□
□

POSITION TH REE
DAVE GILL .... ............ □
JOAN FEHRENBACH ER.
D

David Gill

:ound as president of
lap that there is trell~ntial here at Eastg~on University, that
eihg tapped by A.S.,
stbdent body . I have
i is possible to inr ation flow to stul at it's possible to
1i s heard, I've done
o , I'd like to do it in
,u to you, I need your
ct David Gill!"

Huan Vu

Keith R. Meadowcroft

Being the current holder of
Council Position 7, I am involved
in some critical projects and
issues that are facing Eastern 's
students. For example, the lack
of a student health care facility
and the phase funding proposal.
Such a proposal would mean
paying an additional fee to take
PE classes. I am strongly opposed to this.
I would like to continue to work
in finding solutions to these issues
and continue to represent you.

As a business major, I tend to
be a realist. I understand that
everyone can't have everything
they want. With my experience, I
feel the best job a council person
can do is to find the best mix of
academics, athletics and student
living so that everyone can gain
in some way. To be elected
means someone wants their voice
to be heard. Please let me be your
voice. I'll be there for you. Thank
you .

POSITION SEVEN
KEITH MEADOWCROFT ... □
HUAN VU ........... . . .. .. □
POSITION EIGHT
SYBIL E. MCNELLY ..... .
JOYCE ZENNER.
POSITION NINE
TODD WIGGEN ............
PATRICK SAWYER ........

□

.. □
□

□

POLLS WILL BE LOCATED AT
THE FOLLOWING PLACES:
PUB ............... 7:30 am to 7:00
TAWANKA ........ . _7:30 am to 7:00
PHASE I ........... 8:00 am to 2:00
PHASE ll .......... 2:00 pm to 7:00
KINGSTON ........ 8:00 am to 3:00
Spokane Center .. 4:30 pm to 10:00
PUB 2ND FLOOR .. 7:30 am to 3:00

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

ALL STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR
ONE CREDIT OR MORE ARE ELIGIBLE
TO VOTE.

O'J

eZenner
ts need and de-

entative with the
, wledge, communls nd determination
:m and I believe I am
tive. I commit
s dent needs and
ther it's parking,
vices, commuter
ing administration
,,, the allocation of
1· -- I will s~ that
itting from your
n ASEWU!

t Joyce Zenner
;" n8.

· Patrick Sawyer
Communication is the key to
effective leadership. Concerns
within the student body must
never fall on deaf ears. A student's time is too valuable and
shouldn't be wasted on those who
won't listen.
A sincere, friendly candidate
who patiently listens to both the
students and the administration
is the kind of person you should
vote for. I'm that person.
Place your confidence in .me,
Patrick Sawyer, for Council Position 9.

_ · ·D AVID

-~"'

GILL

Todd Wiggen
For the past year I've held the
office of Council Position 9. I've
always kept an open mind and an
open ear. I've been working
towards better communications
with the students and have made
some progress. Some concerns I
have are: Remedial course fees,
'phase funding and P.E. fees and

high summer tuition for out-ofstate and international students.
I'd like to continue my work for
the students so please vote Todd
Wiggen, Council Position 9.

STUDENTS
Greyhound will take yo ur
belongings home for yo u.

Up to 100 lbs. in WA
$11
Up to 100 lbs. out of
WA $20
Valid Student ID requ ired

COUNCIL
POSITION 3

Book & Brush
404 First
Cheney
235-470l

Professional
Hairstylists
Aaron & Farrel
~

Second floor PUB

i ,~
dAl

1

GET READY
FOR THE
SPRING DANCE!

CORSAGES &
BOUTONNIERES
CHET'S FLOWERS
13191st
Cheney

235-4916
838-7886

Mon .- at. 8-6

Send your thoughts with special care

I

'~~,►~ .,
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PUB video fans
playing for broke
by Bob Clegg
Staff Reporter

In a dark room of the PUB,
some really spectacular things
are going on. Wars to defend the
galaxy , a fight for the world
boxing championship, swordplay
and a shootout in an alley happen
many times a day and often all at
the same time. It is the world of
video games , but all anyone
passing by the room can hear is
,_the innocuous sounds of someone
'' wasting a quarter.''
The owner of the games , John
Bitton, the man who keeps the
Gorfians going and the Hogan 's
Alleymen (and woman) shooting,
says that video games were at
their peak four years ago. "Three
years ago, you could pay off a
(video) game in four months,
now it takes a year and a half,"
Bitton said.
Video games cost between
$2,500 and $3,500. Although profits
went way down about three years
ago, according to Bitton, trade
magazines say the games are
now on the upswing.
Bitton declined to say how
much he makes off the games,
and Curt Huff, Director of the
PUB would only say that 47
percent of the money made from
the games goes back into PUB
operations.

Bitton said the reason video
games attr,;1ct "video athletes" is
that "people are computer-oriented. They play to learn the
game patterns, up their score,
and have a longer life on the

game. Alsq it takes your mind off
tests, etc."
Although PacMan is the alltime most popular game, said
Bitton, the most popular games
in the PUB are the newest ones.
Right now , those are "High
Speed ," a pinball game, and
" Great Swordsman." Within two
weeks the PUB will be getting
"Mat Mania ," "Choplifter," and
·'Karate," according to Bitton.
Bitton says that people are
getting better at video games.
Lots of people can play a video
game up to a half hour for one
quarter. Bi Ir Hargrove, a video
sportsman and former Eastern
student can attest to that . Hargrove has played "Galaga" for
up to three how·s on one quarter.
Hargrove said his highest score
on that game is 3.2 million. He
says he plays to kill time.
There seems to be many. different reasons to play video games.
Heidi Knepper, a self-proclaimed
"video maniac," gave one of the
most common answers for playing the games. "It's fun," she
said. "It takes you a while to
learn to play the games. First,
it 's you against the machine, then
when you learn the game, it's you
against you."
Knepper says she has her old
standbys, the games she has
gotten good at, and plays them
for a long time, but she likes the
games Iwith a lot of action in
them .
"I like games where I can kill
stuff, I 1don't like to be chased,
like in Pac Man," she said.

.,
l\,,
~

I

~

FLEXIBLE EVENING HOURS:
SUNDAYS-THURSDAYS, 6. 9 pm

~

~
~

\~
I

~

~

by Steve Messerer
Special to the Easterner

Worm eating, bodies flying
through the air and strong social
messages made for a fun concert
night at 124 Arts in Spokane
Friday, May 9.
The series of events started at
8:30 p.m. with a Yakima band,
" Rude Awakening." This four
piece band ground out 20 fast and
furious songs within a 45-minute
span. The songs were angry and
intelligent, deploring war and the
Reagan administration. On the
lighter side, the band also performed such songs as "Beaver's
Cleaver" and "Bobby Brady's
Revenge."
·
Around 9: 30 the second band,
"Your Parents," took the stage.
They played a boring round of
speed metal. The good thing

MAKE FUNDRAISING CAl:LS FOR, THE

~

MINIMUM 9 HOURS/WEEK

EARN $5 - $10 PER HOUR
CALL

MARY CURTIS
4 -10 pm
328-2444
.,

photo by Steve Messerer

WoFm appetizers are a highlight
of concert by Vampire Lezbos

'l •

Spokane Symplilolil¥
O.rchestra

-~

The Vampire Lezbos and the Worm

about this band is that it gave the
audience time to go outside and
talk and get a breath of fresh air.
"Your Parents' " songs didn't
have any meaningful lyrics and if
they did, you couldn't hear them
over the same guitar riffs each
song seemed to have.
At 11 the main attraction came
on; the "Vampire Lezbos," a
local Spokane band that has been
around since 1983. The increasingly popular band drew in a
crowd of about 200, filling the 123
Arts area, located at 123 ~adison. When the Lezbos started
playing their first song, a group
of approximately 50 kids began
slam-dancing, jumping , and
crawling on the stage.
The Lezbos sung songs putting
down people who "cruise Riverside in Spokane" and nuclear

meltdowns.
The highlight of the evening
came when lead singer, Rob
Westergard plopped several live
slithering worms into his mouth.
The crowd cheered as Rob chewed down the worms. If Geraldo
Rivers can do it, why not?
By 12: 30 the sweating, still
enthusiastic audience danced to
the Lezbo's last song of the night;
a remake of the Banana Splits'
television theme song. The
Vampire Lezbos proved they had
a sense of humor along wit.h thefr
seriousness. I left feeling good
that there is some original talent
left in Spokane, and as I got into
my car about to drive away I
could hear small groups of people
singing: " One banana, two banana, t.hree banana, four ... "

I
I

I
I

s

I

Qualify to rrain in one of several interesting skills available
in a nearby Army Reserve unit, and you '11 earn a ·good part-time
salary, plus receiving up to $5,040 for college that won't cost
you one penny.
You 11 setve one weekend a month (usually) plus two weeks
annual trainin~ and earn over $1,225 a year to start.
You can begin to earn your college fund after just six
months in the Army Reserve. Ask yaur local Reserve recruiter for
all the details about the New G.l. Bill college money opportunity. Stop by or call:

Serge~nt First Class Davis. 456-3797

'
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Bloomsday annoyillg,
Torchlight weird
Albrecht's Outlook
looking poles going up their
dresses. What's the story here?
No princesses were available for
comment on that subject.
There were some really spectacular floats promoting such
garden spots as Ritzville and
Omak. The Omak float won the
big grand prize for floats this
year. I missed witnessing the
wonder of the Omak Chamber of
Commerce, as a small child was
kicking me in the back of the legs,
complaining about not being able
to see. I was about to take a
whack at the little bleeder when
his father put the tyke on his
shoulders. The father then explained to me that it was hard for
shorter people, adults and children alike, to see parades. Not
being of abnormal shortness
<anyone under six feet is abnormal) I didn't realize that fascinating tidbit of parade trivia .
People of normal height miss
parts of parades, too, because
short people kick them and explain things to them.
The Lilac Festival promotes
obesity as well. One of the featured events was a one hundred foot
long banana split, the dream of
, everyone who has ever suffered

by Eric Albrecht
Starr Reporter

Living in downtown Spokane
isn't easy this time of year. 1 live
on Sprague Avenue just west of
the bus station, which was a very
disturbing place to be on Bloomsday Sunday. Thousands ·of people
were running past my front window, waking me up from a
sound slumber, then giving me
disapproving looks as I smoked a
cigarette. There's nothing like
having thousands of people condemn you as you're sitting in
your own living room, especially
after just waking up.
Then this past weekend it was
the Lilac Festival/ Armed Forces
Torchlight Parade time. This
meant a mass exodus of families
with lawn chairs walking downtown past my apartment. Any
time there are thousands of peopie walking past my front window ~
and staring in, I get uncomfortable. Call me paranoid.
What is really weird about this
torchlight parade business is how
amateurish it is. High school
marching bands walking out of
step and playing out of tune,
military vehicles crmsmg
through the streets pointing their
barrels at our fine buildings, and
those wild and crazy Lilac Princesses.
The media of Spokane was
inundated with propaganda put
forth by these wholesome looking
young lasses. Here's Miss Hillyard inviting us all to visit her
wonderful neighborhood for Hillyard Rumble Day. Then they
stand on their floats, waving their
hands and smiling at thousands
of strange,·s. What kind of people
are these girls going to grow up
into? They probably have very
strong arms, with all that waving.
It really struck me as peculiar
that all these well scrubbed
young Spokanites had bizarre

APARt'MENTS FOR
SUMMER SCHOOL
& FALL QUARTER

From left to right are Diane Nevins, Yvonne Williams and Tamera Plank. They are part of
the cast in the Eastern Washington University Theatre presentation of "Fallen Angels." "Fallen
Angels" will continue through May 31.
from Eastern Washington hip
spreaders disease. _Again, there
were those sweet young Lilac
Princesses forcing porti9ns of the
banana split on innocent fat
people. I'm beginping to suspect
that these princesses are part of
some sort of subversive organization. At least none of them came
to my front window.
Walking home at about 3 a.m., I

saw the ugly residue of the
parade that most watchers never
get to witness. Hundreds of
pounds of fast food containers,
cotton candy cones and other
assorted trash lined the streets,
looking like the aftermath of a
riot. Somebody had broken the
plate glass window at a drug
store.
Officials have estimated that

II1,

Furnished
Close to Campus

1,

1 Bedroom $120-$130
Call: Cheney 235-4004
Spokane 448-4101
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90,000 people witnessed this
year's parade in person, down
from the 170,000 of last year.
Those 80,000 odd people were the
smart ones. The best way to
witness the Lilac festivities I'm
convinced, is to sit at home with a
lot of ice cold beer, turn the
stereo up full blast and watch it
on TV. I'm moving to the suburbs.
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EWU invited to join wrestling BSC
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor

The door may have opened just
a little bit more for Eastern
Washington University.
The Big Sky Conference announced at the final session of
this year's Big Sky-Mountain
West Conference joint meeting
held Wednesday that it is giving
EWU a formal invitation to join
the BSC as an affiliate member in
the sport of wrestling for the
1986-87 season . Eastern is currently acquainted with the Big
Sky in football and men's
basketball .
However , there may be someone else waiting in the wings for
the wrestling team , says Eastern
Athletic Director Ron Raver.
" I was not aware that a formal
invitation from the Big Sky would
be extended ," said Raver following the three-day meeting. "We
have an invitation from the
Pac-10 to join them in wrestling
as an affiliate.

By Don Schaplow

Staff Reporter

Eastern's men's track team
tallied 156 points to win the
Vancouver Relays last Saturday
in Vancouver, B.C. while Eagles
Greg Jones and Steve Jackson
traveled to Long Beach, California to compete in the Long Beach
Invitational.
Jones won the high jump with a
leap of 7-4½ against what Coach
Jerry Martin called a ''tough
field of competition.''
Jackson ran a 51.1 in the
400-meter hurdles, easily won his
heat , but still failing to qualify .for
nationals.
"It was pretty windy and the
competition wasn't too good, "
said Jackson of his performance.
' 'I know I can do a lot better.''
At Vancouver, - Matt McPherson , Phil Smithson, and Lex
Strom each won events en route
to the Eagles' victory in the
Vancouver Relays.
Strom won the discus with a
toss of 167-6, followed by Pat
Kostecka and Chris Glenn , respectively . Strom also took second in the hammer with a throw
of 184-4.

" We 'll have to take this back to
our athletic policy board and then
decide where we want to go with
it, " Raver continued. " A decision
will be made this summer.' '
But, the Eastern AD doesn ' t
think the Big Sky invitation will
further push along Eastern 's application toward membership in
the conference.
" It won 't do it anymore than is
our affiliation with the Big Sky ·
through football or basketball ,"
said Raver. "We know where we
stand as an institution. We have
the commitment of the board of
trustees to stay in Division 1
through 1990. Conference affiliation is a future topic ."
EWH President H. George
Frederickson, in attendance as a
Mountain West Conference member president, said the i~sue of
Eastern joining Big Sky wrestling could be a step in the right
direction.
' 'There has been considerable
discussion here, from both the

Mountain West and the Big Sky,
on expansion," said Frederickson.
However, the Eastern president also expressed the fact that
the affiliation with the Big Sky
will not hasten· acceptance of
Eastern 's application .
" We might wrestle with them,
but that doesn't mean we're
joining the conference," said
Frederickson. " It does present
the opportunity for us to show
how far we've come over the last
year , both in academics and
athletics ."
There were two primary topics
of discussion this year. The main
issue on Big Sky member's minds
seemed to be in setting up a
system of core sports, while the
Mountain West was looking at the
issues of conference expansion
and merger between the two
entities.
If the Big Sky should set up a
core sports system, it would
mean all member schools would

have to have at least six men's
varsity sports or drop out of the
conference.
But, according to outgoing Big
Sky Chairman Dr. Richard Gibb
of the University of Idaho, the
problem now lies with the athletic
directors.
" They can 't seem to decide
which six to go with," said Gibb.
" They are interested in establishing the core sports, they just need
to decide on what those should
be."
The topic of expansion of the
Mountain West was overshadowed with talk of a merger: solely
the idea of the MWAC at this ·
point. A committee has been
formed to study the idea.
"There are positives and negatives, that's why we appointed a
committee to study the idea and
report back to us," said outgoing
MW AC Chairman Dr. William
Tietz of Montana State.
''I think it would · be very
'lresumptuous to assume a mer-

ger would take place this soon ,"
said Gibb . " If that were to come
about, we should question ~hat
effect it would have on· the
women's sports."
As far as expansion of the
Mountain West , the conference
has set up a criteria that any
prospective new members would
have lo meet. The new standards
became necessary when Northern Arizona and Nevada-Reno,
both Big Sky members , expressed interest in joining the MWAC.
"We didn't feel at home in the
West Coast Conference," said Dr.
Joe Crowley, president of
Nevada-Reno. "It just makes
sense for us to get our men's and
women's teams competing with
the same competition."
" We expressed interest in the
conference to allow our women to
have the same opportunity as the
men to compete for championships," said Dr. Eugene Hughes
of Northern Arizona .

Smithson and Alan Myers took
first and second in the javelin
with tosses of 190-2 and 186-1,
respectively.
The long jump was won by
McPherson with a jump of 22-4%.
Clint Janson followed in fourth
place and Todd Anderson took
sixth.
"I t}lought we performed extremely well under the cold and
rainy conditions," said Martin.
"This \\1as the season ending
meet for: most of the team, so lots
of guys really went for it and did
a good job.
The Vancouver meet featured a
tough field of competition including the UW and even some
athletes from past Olympic
games.
This Saturday, .Jackson, Strom,
Chris Violette, Bob Plier, and
Chris Benson will travel to Brigham Young University in Provo,
Utah in an attempt to qualify for
nationals in their events. BYU
features " one of the fastest
tracks on the West Coast " according to Martin.
Only a dozen Eagle tracksters
are still working out with hopes of
qualifying for nationals June 4 - 7
in Indianapolis.

NCAA plans to toughen
present stand on drugs
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

J ?... ,

.,

The NCAA Executive Committee has made plans to bring a
proposal before its members in
January that would eliminate a
team from the NCAA national
championship basketball tournament if any player en that tests
positive for drugs.
" This is a very significant
thing," said Jack Davis, president of the NCAA. "We think the
institution and the team should
bear some responsibility if one of
its players is found to be ·using
drugs."
While all the details of the
proposal have not been worked
out, the testing for drugs would
not occur until after the second
round of the tournament. If a
team is found to have a player or

players using drugs·, the team
will be removed from the event
and the last team they defeated
would tailce their place.
Davi~ said that this was just the
first Slt;> toward implementation of the NCAA's new drug
testing programs, approved at
last year's convention.
"We're going to test all our
championships nut they'll come
after the co111· ..:tition," said Da vis of Orego., State. "In individual events, such as swimming
· and track and field, if an athlete
tests positive, he'll he disqualified.
"For bow) games, as soon as a
team is selected, we'll send the
testing teams onto campus after
a game," Davis continued. "For
basketball, due to the number of
(continaed on page 15)

EWU's Matt McPherson

Photo by Derek Hanson
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Eagle baseball
The year that wasn't
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

The Eastern Eagle baseball
squad started the 1986 season
hotter than a house fire. They
ended it looking like a ·drowned
rat.
Individual and 34 team records
could not hide the fact that the
Eagles watched a red-hot start

lost games by scores of 12-6 and
13-10 to Washington State, 13-5 to
the defending NAIA champions
Lewis and Clark State, and 20-6 to
Gonzaga.
Even when the offense showed
its early seaso11 form late in the
year, they still couldn't get
enough as they gave up a 15-14
loss to Central Washington, but
still managed to salvage a 13-10

Eagles chosen to 2nd team
Oregon State's Dave Brundage hit a dougle as the Pacific-10
Northern Division announced their all-conference baseball teams this
week .
Brundage was the only athlete on either team that was selected
all-conference at two positions , pitcher and outfielder . He was joined
on the first team by teammates Qinn Williams, selected at third base,
and designated hitter Tim Lambert.
In all , six Beavers were selected to the first and second team 1 as
were six from Gonzaga . All the Bulldog selections were second team.
Eastern first baseman Dennis Cook and second baseman John
Bridges were the only Eagles chosen. Both were second team
selections.
( Complete all-conference list in this weeks scoreboard.)
crumble around their collective
feet. They finished the season
22-28 with a 8-16 Pac-10 North
conference record which left the
Eagles on the outside looking in
when the conference tournament
was played last week.
The Eagles start was memorable. While they sported a record
of 15-13 through the season's first
28 games, the 15 included winning
streaks of 7-0 and 5-1, with a 8-4
record during the Arizona trip.
It was the road tour in Phoenix
that pumped up the Eagle record
books. They won their first seven
games, including a four-game
sweep of Northern Colorado in
which the Eagles scored 41 runs
on 46 hits while NCU could only
manage 18 hits and two runs.
During the first half of the
season, EWU was averaging 7.5
runs and 10.1 hits a game., with a
team batting average of .324.
Even 46 errors, an average of
1.6 a game, couldn't slow the
Eagle defense, which was only
giving up 5.9 runs and 7.9 hits a
contest .
Then came game 29 and the
slide to the cel!er of the Pac-10
began .
Eastern lost nine of its next 10
games and went 7-15 over the
final 22 . The batting average
dropped by .034 to .290. The
offense lost two runs and a full hit
a game. The error average per
game rose to 2.2.
The Eagles were starting to get
pounded and embarrassed. They

win over Gonzaga and swept
WSU in the season's last two
games.
Senior first baseman Dennis
Cook, who was selected second
team all-conference with teammate John Bridges, led the team
at the plate with a .373 average,
adding 35 RBIs and two home
runs.

Dana Schmerer, who was expected •to be the power on the
mound, · ended proving he was
better with a bat in his hand than
a ball. Schmerer could only get
two wins on the hill with seven
losses, but lead the team with a
school record nine home runs
while hitting .358.
The top pitcher ended up being
Jim Olson , who tied a school
record for wins in an 8-2 season.
He struck out 61 while recording
a 3.43 ERA.
Of the 34 school recor.r!s, Olson
and Steve McDoiiald set 23 new
marks, with 13 being set by
Olson . The senior's records included the most wins mark as
well as career marks of most
games started (33), inning;:; pitched (220), games won in a career
<18) and strikeouts 054).
McDonald set the single season
mark for the longest hitting
streak with 22 games. He added
new career records of most hits
084), doubles (39), triples (9),
runs scored ( 118), and runs batted in ( 117).
·

Rob James and John Snider
have two things in common.
They both play football for the
Eastern Eagles, while at the
same time they are battling over
the number one quarterback position.
James , a senior at Eastern who
is majoring in studio art, has
played football for many years.
Having been a resident of Spokane, he played for the 'Oniver:::ity Titans, when he was offered an
athletic scholarship to play for
Eastern. Now, he again faces
competition for the spot.
"I like competing for the position, it keeps me working ." said
James. "I've had to compete for
this position before against quarterback standout Rick Worman.
"Out at Eastern, I have always
been in the second position chal-

lenging someone else for the
number one spot, so I haven't had
a chance to do much,'' he said.
As far as working out harder in

The selection of Patrick Ewing
of the Knicks as the NBA rookie
of the year after he had missed
the final quarter of the season
with an injury proves what many
of us have thought for years;
The universe does revolve
around the New York media.

2 Minute
Warning

was best for their clubs.
They thought wrong.
The NBA is in serious need for
some parity. I'm tired of watching the Lakers and Celtics play
for the title (not necessarily the
Celtics, mind you . But Magic
Johnson makes me want to projectile vomit.)
The league should now consider
voiding all number one picks
acquired by trade . Compensate
the team that is losing with either
cash, players or both. Then, ban
all use of number one picks in the
future.
This is the only way for the
league to get the balance they
desperately need.

•••

OK. So Philadelphia and Boston are the top two picks in the
draft. They need those picks like
a hole in the head, but still, they
are the top two.
Who will they pick. Beats me.
However, I will hazard a guess
(or two .. . or three . .. or 24).
by Steve Smith
Overall, the league needs some
Sports Editor
dominant big men now, as well as
The rich are getting richer . . .
a couple top-notch guards. The
again.
guards they'll get -- the big men
The NBA held its second d~aft they won't. There just isn't one
lottery two weeks ago. You \re- truly dominant center in the
member the draft lottery. It v.\as country right now, and may not
to be the answer for struggling be for the next few years. teams to gain top draft picks and
Also, some of the league's toµ
become competitive again.
stars are getting to the point
Not this year, though, and may where they're ready to start
not again in the near future.
picking up pension. The league
Two of the non-playoff teams must now look to replacing the
that should have been in the likes of Julius Erving, Kareem
lottery, the Los Angeles Clippers Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton, Bus
and the Seattle Sonics, used their. Williams, Lloyd Free, George
top ctr.aft picks this year to ,. . , Gervin and Norm Nixon in the
acquire what they'thought would - next two to three years.
be help in the future. The ClipSo, who's picking whom -- let's
pers traded their number one hazard that guess:
pick this year to Philadelphia for
Philadelphia -- No Dr. J on the
Joe Bryant.
immediate horizon . 76ers will
No one is sure if Bryant is still
need to replace Moses Malone in
living on this planet. Philadelphia
a couple years and an off-guard.
got the number one pick in this
Should select Brad Daugherty,
year's draft.
center, North Carolina .
Seattle sent their number one
Boston -- What do you give the
to Boston for Gerald Henderson.
team that has everything. A
Henderson's days in the league
guard to run the break better
are numbered. He's getting old,
than Danny Ainge. Johnny Dawfast. Boston got the number two
kins, Duke.
pick in the draft.
Golden State -- Even with PurEven the Dallas Mavericks ~ vis Short, Chris Mullins and Joe
who got their trade bounty fr~~ . ,Carroll , this team is still rebuild,-:leveland, will beuefit· from this · ing. Will take the best forward
year's top seven. It's a compli- . available . Wal ter Berry, I St.
cated system, this using your ' John's.
number one pick to gain talent
Indiana -- This team needs
which often is worthless . Unfortime to let the youngsters like
tunately for these teams, they
Tisdale and Stipanovich mature.
thought they were doing what
Could also use a guard. Dwayne

I

SUMMER SPECIALS
2 bdrm furnished apts. $185 mo ...... 322 N. 11th
2 bdrm unfurnished apts. ''175 mo ..., . 1605 1st St.
2 bdrm dplx, washer/dryer. $275 mo .. . . 209 W. 5th
2 bdrm furnished apt. $225 mo ........ 621 3rd SJ .
August renf· free at Cedar Apts ...... '.-. .105 N. 9th'

NOW TAKING APPL/CATIONS FOR FALL .·

WA

~~1•

235-8484

Wagner, Louisville, if available.

New Jers ,}y -- Another team in
need of a 5uard and Darryl
Dawkins-talent. Andre Turner,
Memphis State.
Portland -- A health~ Sam Bowie would be nice. would an off
guard to run with Terry Porter
and a forward. The forward they
get. Chuck Person, Auburn .
Utah -- Good frontcourt, need
someone to run with D~rrell
Griffth. Steve Mitchell, A! ~~ bamaBirmingham .
Denver -- Nef:d some help in
the middle bad, but nut. much
else . Brad Sellers, Ohio Stat€
Sacramento -- These guys need
Jesus Christ at this point. Since
no ' miracle is on the horizon ,
tt;iough , they 'll tak~ a center.
William Bedford, Memphis State.
Denver -- Second pick, first
round . Now that they took a
center, tney need a power for ward. John Williams , LSU.
Atlanta -- Need time for Dominique Wilkins, Spud Webb and
the rest of the youngsters in
Atlanta to grow into a mature

So

(continued on page 14)

(
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FOR RENT

Washington, Syracuse.
New York -- has a dominant
center (Patrick Ewing ) and forward ( Bernard King) . Now needs
a good playmaker. Will take New
York-bred Washington if available. If not, Del Curry, Virginia
Tech .
Phoenix -- This team is getting
old fast. Need to pump some new
blood into the like of Walter Davis
and James Edwards . Kenny
Walker , Kentucky , should do it.
Dallas -- The Mavericks could
still use a dominant center, but
need a good guard first. Mark
Price, Georgia Tech .
Cleveland -- Keith Lee , Mark
West and Melvin Turpin could be
one of the league's top frontlines
in a few years. This team needs a
really big guard . Should take Ron
Harper, forward, Miami of Ohio
and convert him to the backcourt.
San Antonio -- The NBA team
of mystery . Makes the playoffs ,
gets murdered in two by Lakers .
Time for the Spurs to start really
rebuilding, beginning with the
middle. Roy Tarpley, Michigan.
Detroit -- Isiah Thomas is the
best guard in the NBA. Period.
He works well with Kelly TripuLa. Pistons now need power
;,orward, so they take Len Bias,
Maryland .
Washington -- Bullets
need
guards real bad. Should grab Milt

---a= lectronics

practice to prepare himself for
this challenge, he noted "I'm
putting in a lot more time in
(continued on page I 4)
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The NBA-a wild, wacky
place just got crazier

Snider and James-\vho's the QB?
by Vicki Drake
Staff Reporter

The Easterner

*

WE HAVE
TELEPHONES!#

:

AND ACCESSORIES PRICED.FROM
$19.95
513 1st Street

.I-.

235-2930

THE
SMART
IDEA
f-~0lp pay for your education.
you are planning to
If

go t0 school here for 2 to 4 years, don't throw away
your money in rent. For the same per month as rent,
you can own your own condominium and receive up
to

!

$1,000-$2,000

in Income Tax returns. There are no yard worries
and low, low utilities averaging $50 per month. Quiet
neighborhood, l car garage, fireplace, and much more.

Call Kim, 235-8532 evenings.

-.
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Selby,Crema make step uP to EWU:.
By Vicki Drake
Staff Reporter

Ever wonder what two athletes
such as distance runner Nancy
Selby and tennis player Regan
Crema have in common'? Both
came from small area high
schools where they excelled at
their sport. Then they had to take
a big step and try to compete at
college level. _Both were ahle tcmake the team and do well.
Selby , is known for her friencily
smile a'nd never-ending enthusiasm. She came from the small
town of Sprague, 20 miles from
Cheney , a farming town of 500
residents almcst all of whom
grew up with each other. The
town is so small, everyone knows
who the runner:5 are. In this small
town, she took up her running
career which has not only helped
her to grow as an individual, but
is also putting her through college.
"I started. running competitively when I was in lh•:? fourth
grade:," said Selby. "Since
Sprague was so small and didn't
have much of a program, I ran
for Che1)ey at the Junior Olympics and in the TAC program.

'·When I started running, I
t ·.ied everyij)ing from .;pr:!lting
to. the hurdk.)8. It wasn't until the
seventh grade I tried the mile,

did well and decided that distance was my event," said Selby.
"Taking into consideration there
are only 500 people in Sprague,
and only eighteen students in my
graduating class, I soley made up
the cross-country team.''
With track in Sprague however,
there were a few more individuals."
Bill Kemp, the coach from
Riverside High Srhool took
charge of Selby aloni with all the
n\ her coaches.
· 'The coaches from the area
~chools kind of adopted me,'' said
Selby . " Since there wasn't any
formal team , besides rny coach-•
es , my mom was my taxi as well
as my cheering squad.
'' As soon as she dropped me off
and went to find a place on the
course to cheer for rpe, then the
coaches would take over from
there," she recalled.
However, even with the fact
that she came from a small town,
didn't have a team and only
trained with her coach, she was
able to turn out some good
performances. In 1983-84 in crosstountry, she went to state placing
twenty-fifth out of one-hundred
and t 1irty the first season and
twenty-t~ighth out of ninety-six
the folltJWing year. In t7."ack she
qu~Hfied for state in 1984-85
placing sixth in the mile and 800
meters. The preceeding year she
was able to take s~ond in the
mile.
"I have to work very hard to

get where I am . At cross-country
Regan Crema, wearing a
tition at the college level versus
camp this last fall, 1 came after
warm, friendly smile and his
high school. ·
working hard all summer long,
favorite faded blue Adidas shirt,·
He looks at upsets with a more
and the people with the natural
is ready to tackle anything. Crepositive aspect than he used to. "I
talent seemed to catch up to the
ma came from a small village in
used to take losing pretty hard. It
level I was at quickly," said
Warfield, just outside of Trail
was as if it was the end of my
Selby.
B.C. Like Sprague, it's a very
life," he said.
Selby, who was recruited by
small town, consisting of only one
"But I am trying to learn:· to
Eastern on a running scholarstore and a gas station. Like
leave tennis matches on the court
ship , says tt.3t after being on her
Selby, he too grew up with 1the . while at the same time look at the
own and having never been on a
small population that makes up
positive side of my matches,"
cross-country team before or
Warfield.
'C~emfi said. "With wins, I usucompeting at a college level, she
After watching Swedish great -;ally feel good, but I always
was really worried how she would
Bjorn Borg win Wimbleton five
real.i;ze there is something I need
do. But with the combination of
consecutive years, Crema beto Improve on know matter how
her determination, sprints, hi!is
came inspired to play tennis and
well I-played.
and logging fifty miles a week, it
started taking lessons during his
''This year I became very
payed off in the end, completing
sophomore year in high school.
concerned with my diet. I realizher first season at Eastern at the
It wasn't until his senior year
ed fn order to play well I would
top.
that he decided to try out' for the
need to be quicker on the court,"
" It was hard adjusting to a
team. The team consisting of only
saidCrema.
.
team , but at the same time it was
five players, Crema was able to
"After consulting with former
a neat experie~1ce," Selby said.
quickly climb to the top and play
University of Washington track
" When I trained on my own, I
the number two position for the
standout Mike Radford, Crema
worked harder, but with the team
J .L. Crowe Hawks.
decided to adopt his philosophy of
you are able to work together an<J..
CI'ema, along with former high
"Eat to Win," a s~c_iJlJ diet
help each other while improving. · school teammate Brent Beattie,
designed for athletes by Dr.
It's like you 'ref•a close-knit
was able to win many doubles
Robert Haas.
family."
tournaments and received a gold
"With the plan, I was able to
Another reason for Selby's suemedal in the B.C. Summer
drop twenty pounds," he said. "I
cess is partly due to her attitude.
Garnes.
feel that diet plays a large role
She has a great attitude and looks
"Tennis is fun, but there is a lot
.with my training program."
at an upset as '" I ran as well as
of hard work involved," Crema
Looking to the future, "I would
my body could handle that day."
said. '''At times it becomes ted-·
like to see our team finish with a
With a win, it's ?. whole different
ious ha!rd work always on the
winning record a,; well as pull
story.
court practicing. It's taken a lot
together and b~come a stronger
"You're just happy the r -st of
of hard wor)t to gei where I am
unit.
"At times it's difficult to be
the day. It's like your on top of the
right now."
world. I go in'to each race th~nkThis year, Crema was able to
cor,cerned with the team's r.esults
ing I am gQing to do better than
make the traveling team playirig
when it·is an ind.vidualized sp()rt,
the race before," she said.
fifth position for a while, but
but I f e~l we can do it," Crt\ma
•••
found himself with a lot of com1>-econcluded.

Quarterback cont. from page 1 3 - - µractke thtm in the past.''
Suider, P. junior from Kirkland,
is also al.tending F...astem on an
athfotk schoJarship whHe -majoring in h1JSiness.
m~ nad previous experience
with competition for po-.;itions
.vhile playing high schooi at Lake
Washington.
"When I was a junior there, I
was challenged by a fellow teE.inmate for the quarterback position," said Snider.

"Althtiugh in high school, I was ,.
able to get the nosition and start,
as far a t bfVt.lmg for the number
one qual,"terback position against
Rob," Srii<ler m,ted, "It's good for
both of u&, because it pushes each
of us to work harder and to try
and be the best we can .
"If 1 didn't have any competition for the spot, then I probably
wouldn't work as hard," he concluded.

COLLEGE G1BADUATE

IVf,ERCHANDl'SING MEMORANDIJM
c ·arnp Chevrolet passenger car
merchandising department.
· April 16, 1986
TO: ALL COLLEGE GRADUATES

2 minute cont. from page 1 3 - - - - -

team. Also could use a power
Portland -- Second pick, first
forward. Kermy Gattison, Old
ro~d~They got the forward they
Dominion.
wanted, now will go after the
Houston -- These guys need
off-guard. David Win~a.te,
frontliners like Spokane needs a
Georgetown.
coliseum. But. they d,1 require a
***
guard to run the bre.a!~. Alvin
Some think this year's draft is
. Franklin, Houston.
real thin. They're right, it is real
Philadelphia -- Second pick,
thin. Some of those top rounders
first round. Will go for backcourt
shouldn't be any high(,!' than the
help with second choice. Scott
second, but there isn't enough
Ski.les, Michigan State;
talent to go around.
Milwauki!e - A dornh1ant cenIt may get to where you ~ee·the
ter so Alton Lister ~an play
likes of Montana's ~rry ·Krystforward where he i;hould be
kowiak or WashingtonJs Paul
would be nice. Greg Dreiling,
Fortier go as high as the third or
Kansas.
,fourth round.
· Los Angeles La!;..:rs -- Don't Hee.Jr,, y.ou may even see some"
need much, beyond replacing
small col!ege gunner go in the
Kareem in a ·couple of seaoons.
seventh or eighth.
Chris We.shburn, North Carolin?-.
Like Roosevelt Brown.
State could de it.
Think about it.-

FROM: NORMAN MOSSONI, FLEET SALES MANAGER CAMP
CHEVROLET
'

~,..

SUBJECT: 1986/87 COLLEGE .GRADUATE FINANCE PLAN
A~ colle_ge students across the _
state prepare to graduate and take jobs
t~1s Spn~g. CamP. Chevml~t and GMAC are or:ice again offering them the
opport_unity ~o take advantage-of the "College Graduate Finance PlaA"
sales incentive.
.
The major plan features are lis~Ad below:
~ Graduat1;3 is eligible for lowest discount rate, available.

• Graduates may. purchase or lease an eligible ve:hicle.

I

FUN IN 1HE.SUN
AT, THE ,

lALSMEN
'APARliM,ENTS.
235-5130

swimmi171g po.ol
close to campus
summer rates

• Reouires a 5% minimum ·d<:>wn payment on uhits purchased.
• Requires graduates to pay registration· expense and security deposit
equal to two (2) payments on units leased.
• lndi.viduals ·:N ill be eligible for the plan with!n six (6) months prior to c-r
one (1) year after graduation.
,,
• Graduates must be nf)wly er,nployed, or have a letter of intent from a
prospective employe-r.
·
·
·
• ·Graduates mus have no derogatory credit history.
• ~raduates may choose one of the following:
- Up t.o 90 day deferral of first payment

or

- a ~250.00 non-traQsferable discount co~pofl

The contact if Norman Mossoni at Cai:np Chevrolet , E. 101 Montgomery,
S,pokane, ~, 992:?0. Telephone -· 509-456/ 1890.

•

. . M~y -22, 1986
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Eagle Scor·eboard
SPORTS SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
MAY 22, 23, 24
Women 's track at MWAC Chamionships (Moscow, ID)

2. Gary Goodwin [ EWU J
Long jump
1. Malt McPherson [ EWU J
4. Cllnt Jan1on [EWU]

26. Ed Brown [EWUJ
22-4 ¼

21-1¾
20-5¼

6. Todd Andenon I EWU I

Triple jump
1. Kevin Gooden (Kajaks)
3. CllntJam,on (EWUJ
5. Todd Anderson IEWUJ

45-¼
41 -5

I , Phil Smithson IEWU)

TRACK
MEN'S
Longbeach Classic
at Long Beach, CA.
. _H ighJwnp
I. Greg Jones [EWUJ
Vancouver Relays

at Vancouver, BC
Te11mscores
EWU 156,' RICHMOND KAJAKS.78 1h
Vane . Olympic Club 64, UW 60
High jump
I. Steve Donnelly (Simon Fraser)

190-Z
186-1
169-11

2. Alan Myers [EWU)
7. Jerr James [EWlJ]

Sept. 6 Boise Stale
1 :00 p.m.
13 at No. Arizona
l :OOp.m .
20 British Columbia
'l:I Idaho
l :OOp.m .
Oct. 4'at Montana
11 at Idaho State
18 Ce. State <Okla>
l :OOp.m .
?.5 at Nevada-Reno
Nov . I Weber State
8 at Long Beach State
15 M,ontana State
1:00p.m.

Shot put
1. Neil Kneip CUW >

Th-! E'asterr. footl>aU program
has added1 the Universi.ty of
British Co'lumbia to its i986-87
home schedule.

187-4

156-3
150-7

124-2
206-10
184-4
46.87
49.71
1 :51.6
1 :59,0

Mile
16, Alan Hjort [EWUJ
19. Rich Conner [ EWU I
22. Jack Folger I EWU I
28, Steve .Landro [EWUJ
5000meters
17. Stan Holman I EWU J

4:13.7
4:15.0
4: 17.0
4: 19,4
14 :58,5

ness by the NFL and major
league baseball and now from the
NCAA," Davis said. "It will
work. Nobgdy wants their· team
out of a tournament."

3:25.4
3: 32.8
3 : 37.8

4. EWU-8

BASEBALL
Pac-10 Northern Division
Conference Championships
at Indian Stadium
Oregon State 7-8, Portland State 4-7
First game
osu 001 004 101 - 7 8 1
PSU 000004000 - 450
Brundage, Sipple (6) and Rice ; Gunderson,
McDonnell (7), Olin (7) and Stanfill .
HITS : OSU-Bowen 2, Lambert 2. PSU-Richardson 2.
Championship game
·PSU 101401000 00 ·· 7 13 2
· OSU30003100001 - 8104
Baumer, Nichols C5) Braukmiller (6) Olin
(11 ) and Strohmaier; Otis, Finsh (6) , Sipple
(7) , Lambert C10) and Duke.
HITS : PSU-Richardson 3, Retzlaff 2. OSUBrundage 2, Rice 2. ·

Second team
Pitchers :
Bryce Hulstron (OSU)
Scott Evans (GU)
Eric Gunderson (PSU ~
Catcher : Scott Burkhardt (GU)
First base: Dennis Cook (EWU )
Second base: John Bridges (EWU )
Third base : Steve Routos (Wash) ·
Shorstop: Ken Bowen {OSU )
Outfielders : Vince Barrarco (GU)
Dave Kilhefner (WSU)
Randy Little (GU)
Utility: Clete Wise (GU)
Des. Hitter: Jeff Hainline (GU)

Advertise in the
Easterner

Tournament scores
Thursday
Gonzaga 4, Portland 2
Portland St. 14, WSU 7
Oregon St. 10, UW 2
Friday
Oregon St. 6, Portland St. 5
WSU6,UW5
Portland St. 5, Gonzaga 2
Saturday
PSU 4, OSU 3 (11 innings)
WSU 17, Gonzaga 7
Oregon St. 11, WSU 4
Sunday
Oregon St. 7, Portland St. 4
Oregon St. 8, Portland St. 7 (11)

~11111111

~~iTJt~,--

The End
ofthe

Mis~pelled
Werd
Introducing Spell-Right 11""

This electronic ·typewriter
will catch a spelling
error, find it, erase it
- even help you
spell It

NEY PAIIII a11al
ECIEAUIJN .DEPAMTMENT
E.W.11. 1.L;I/ DEPAMl MENT

Betty Bunga •- She's outstanding In her field.
Thanks for the participation and support of the
Cowabunga rcace.

II

SPEC/j4L PRICE

________________
,---_-a;_____ ,

'

I

I

I

I

THE ENCHANTED FOREST is offering
$ 'LOO otf all corsages, boutonniers, etc.
for the EWU Spring Formal dance at The
Coeuf d'Alene on May ·31st. Please call
or come by' the Enchanted Forest.

at 1 p.m.. at Spoup'•-Joe Albl
stadium. 'ffle acldinl of UBC will
not change the price of the EWU

I

seuon Ucket packqe.
(Qmplete ached.de in tbil

I

I

THANK ViOU!

I ' 1861_1st St.
.

'

235-2323

·

I
I
I
I
I
1 II
1 I
I I
I I
I
I
1 I
I I

I
I
I

·

L-•••••••••••••••••••-~--~

,.':J,; -1 •• , .... ..;

'·j,

II

Cheney, WAj
_,

1815 3rd St.

235-4400

r·-----·-----,--------------• I
I
i $1 otl coupon!!! i .III
I
I
I

- ~ " U >1 "h 1 .. •• • , _. ,,.. , y1 ,11 ..,.,

e l r t t• Ctlltt (111 l "'M•• ' 't lfl ,,,_ , , • htt r

SUPERIOR TYPCWRITER

1•1•1an11H111111n1t11111111tlDIUlllalall.

• ~~

• "'"".. "1•"•'".. 1,., !--1..1, 11 ,w••t

No other discounts apply
OTHER TYPEWRITERS ALSO ON SAL~

Bill's FILLS
103 First -- Cheney

• The Smilh Corona XO- 7000 has II S0,000 word electrunlc
dictionary that beeps II you misspell or rrls-typc a word.
• Th• WordEra!ler"' key takes the entire word away.
• You cnn 11dd 300 apeclal word• of your own, and even
look up words when required.
• A t e character dl•plar leis you mnke correclions before printing.
• Thc XD-7000 has a 4,~ character memory with baiter, back.••p.
• You can ■lore, edll and prlnl text ensily.
• Works as a computer prh-,~er with oplional Interface.
• Aulom11tlc function■ mak• rour worll •••ler, quicker and more
accurate: auto car,ier return, auto-center, auto-underscor!l, decimal
lahulntlon, flush right and tab on center
There's a pnrngrnpt1 Indent, aulo-papcr
Insert, hall space end end ol pn~e warning.

WJ5.00

We Denver Heati"ng Oil

1
I
The EWU-UBC contest ftaa
I
been scheduled for Septembeir 20 I

We\1~'8 scori!board.)

First team
Pitchers:
Gary Blouin (Wash)
Dave Brundage (OSU)
Mike Siler (Port) Catcher: Tom Lampkin (Port)
First base: Mike Beaton (Port)
Second base : Bill Cruikshank (WSU )
Third base: Quinn Williams (OSU)
Shortstop: Mike Blowers (Wash)
Outfielders: Dave Brundage (OSU)
Rich Falkner (Port) ·
Tom Harms (PSU)
Utility: Mike Meyers ( WSU )
Des. Hitter: Tim Lambert (OSU )

3:20.5

3 : 29.7

45-8

Discus
1. Lex Strom [EWU]
2. Pat Koatecka [ EWU I
3. Chrh1 Glenn (EWU)
7. Chuck Bowden I EWU I
Hammer throw
1. Neil Kneip CUW>
2. Lex Strom [EWU]
400meters
1. John Graham (Calgary)
4. Brian Kennedy [EWU]
BOO meters
1. Ian Newhouse <Kaja ks)
8. Chris Violette [ EWU I

Sports briiefs

•••

42.3

Sprint medley relay

59-21/4

NCAA Continued from page 1 2 - - - - -

Eastern pitcher Dirk Larson
has been selected to play for
Athletes in Action when the squad
takes to the road for two and a
half months this summer;
AlA will tour Alaska, ·Holland,
West Germany and BriUsh
Columbia before they travel to
Witchita for the National Base,,
ball Conl;ress national championships.

42.1

1. Kajaks
3. EWU-A

56-103/4
54• 1h

2. Chrla Benson [EWU)
3. Pat Kostecka [EWU]
8. Chrla Glenn IEWUJ

6~7/8

teams competing, we'll wait until
after the second round.
" We want to make sure the
athletes aren't on drugs during
competitir1n," said Davis. " Still,
it would apply .only if a player
that tests positive had partidpated in the tournament or l!hampionship."
There now lies the question of
how and when the teus will be
administered. The NCAA head
. feels that the· problem now won't
be. of implementation., but of
time.
"From a technical standpoint,
it may get tricky," Davis said.
"We've got to get the samples to
the lab, get the tests back, notify
the institutions and allow the
disqualified team to lodge a
protest and appeal with?. matter
of a few days."
Davis expresserl hope that the
new rules, if adopted by the
NCAA membership, will deter
the athletes who may be competing for national titles in the future
from using drugs.
"There's no question it will
help the problem," Davis said.·
"It will force the institutions to
,have a much higher degree of
awareness, as well as with!n the
conferences, to test for drugs in
the conference tournaments.
" I think thert/ ~; been a lot of
attention toward drug aware-

Pac-10 Northern Division
All-Conference teams

43.7

Javelin

FOOTBALL
1986-87 Schedule

15: 19.8

4xl00relay
1. Calgary Spartans
2. EWU
4x400relay
·1.EWU-A
2. EWU-B

COUPON·

■---------·I

FISH\\'ICH ............ ~ ... ~ .... 99e
Served with tartar sauce, lattuc~, pickles and
tomato.
Expires May 28, 1986

I

I

12041st
Mon.-Thurt. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Ffl. a Sat. 11 a.m.-12 '-1ldnlght
Sun.•"Reatlng"

·---------

I
I
I
I
I
I
•I
I
I
I
I
I

Phone Orders Welcome

COUPON

235-6128

I

"9.------··--·
I

--
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Wolfe from page
the first two speakers in this
year's series. Past guests have
included Ge rald Ford , Kurt
Walr1'1eim, West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and U.s.
Ambassador Claire Booth Luce.
Monday , Wolfe was awarded
the Benjamin P. Cheney Award,
EWU 's highest award, for his
leadership in literature and journalism. Cheney was a pioneer
and educator instrumental in the
formation Q.f. EWU and Cheney.
Past winners include Ford, Waldheim, Schmidt, Luce and Crick.
During the breakfast and a
press conference afterward,
Wolfe brought laughter from
listeners with his bizarre descriptions of flying, the space program
and this one on divorce:
"By 1990, 60 percent of Amer-

T

March from page 1 - - - - ican marriages will be ending.
That 's one of the things that
interests me the most about these
discotheques these days.
''It's the sight of these 57 to
58-year-old chief executive officers of the corporation out on the
dance floor with their 'new cookies .' A 'new cookie ' is a girl ,
maybe 19, 20-years-old. He's out
there in his Hardwoosted shortstriped suit with an F-trippler
medium spread coJlar with a
Sheppard check neck tie. His hair
is combed back in little swoops
over the ears in what is known as
the 57th Street Biggie.
"She's out there in her pair of
Everlast boxing trunks and a
strapped undershirt. She has one
of those hairdos that looks as if a
Snapper lawn mower was on it.

"He's staring at her with these
red eyes and walnut-shelled eyelids .. . desperately trying to do
the " robot " or the "eel" or the
"sadomacho" until the onset of
dawn . . . And why shouldn 't he?
Because after all, what are mom,
and the Bonneville and Buddy
and Sis up against a love like
this?
"That first night on the disco
floor, she wore a pair of boxing
trunks -- while leather pumps,
painted lulu's, African Queens
and sado-zulus made her court -1 grow old the 1980's way. Death!
But from a max-Q octophonic
beat -- Stroked out, on my own
two feet.
"Disco Macho for you my new
cookie."

food , tents and other supplies,
would be repossessed .
Sullens said that the new colorcoded vans and the limousines
that used to trail the walkers
have been replaced by psychadeJic vans and beat up cars that
walkers donated.
"PRO PEACE was all glitter,"
she said. "I don't care if we are
going in psychdelic vans or limos .
"We were hoping since the
grandiosE; and glitter of corporate
America was out of the picture,
maybe the people and peace
groups would be more likely to
help," she wrote in .a recent
letter. "So far that has been the
case ."
It took three weeks to pull the
Great Peace March back toge-

GRADUATION PORTRAITS
20% OFF

H

• •

A treasured keepsake ... or a great gift
for parents. You . receive proofs and one
Bx10.

Sudden Expo_sure Photography
313 W. 5th at Washington
Offer good till May 31. 1986

1808 Second St. Cheney fnext to Jarms Hardware)

235-2735

t**************~**************J
*
**
**
*

YOUR COMPLETE

VIDEO

! g,(',,,~~ ,4,

STORE

VCR SALES AND RENTALS
HUGE MOVIE SELECTION
ALL THE LATEST RELEASE·S
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

235-42'5 3

*

~

~~

:

*

#*
*#
**
**
**
*
*
*
*
N. 1908 HAMILTON· 489-6221
# Beautiful Flowers for Atl Occasions! #
**
**
~******************************
Citywide
Delivery I

~,..,.!'Ill,

Dave & Doann
Lovell

Emily Lovell
"Publlc Relations"

Wire Service
Available

u

V

BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED APARTMENTS
New complex is under construction in Cheney , WA.
1 bdrm. , rent $209 mo.
2 bdrm. , rent $260 mo.
Energy efficient, low utilities-average cost per month: One
bdrm -$35 .00 ; two bdrm $41.00. Units have deck or
patio. Apply now to secure a
unit and enjoy a brand new
apartment for Sept. 1, 1986,
occupancy.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL:

"l;atf pour ?°ass16n?
HIElP DEVElOP THE ARTS
IN SPOKANIE
WHILE EARNING EXTRA MONEY

Q
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
MARY CURTIS - 328-2444
4-10 p.m.
SPOKANE SYMPHONY

CHENEY REALTY, INC.
235-6191
1823 First Street-Cheney
Equal Housing Opportunity

BICYCLES

TONIGHf
$2.00 Pitclhers 8-10
Every Wed. 25e Dra.fts &
$1.25 Pitctters from 8-9
1 WEEK FROM TONIGHl'
GOOFY'S IS PROUD TO
WELCOME BACK

BAD AR:T

featuring
Janet Foos·at Goofy's

4071st

QO:a

Repairs - Parts - Accessories

Wagner Junction - 2081st - 235-8998
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$2.00 PITCHERS
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3:00 to Clo ;3e 'Thursday
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Thanks to Rlck Reddon
for our new nan1e !

s2s-Prize
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Thursclay-T~o/Taco Salad
51$1.50
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KEGS TO GO 235-8294
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ther after PRO PEACE pulled
out. Sullens said that the organization of the march has stayed
the same.
"We're organized like towns ,
with representatives from each
town on a sort of council," she
said. "It's just like it was before,
except now it looks like junkyard."
Sullens was born in Chatteroy,
Wa., about 30 miles north: of
Spokane. She became interested
in the peace movement during
her freshman year at EWU in

a

1981.

Since PRO PEACE declared
bankruptcy, there has been less
media coverage than the walkers
had hoped for .
"Along the route it's a big
story, but other cities are ignoring us ,'' Sullens said .
The Great Peace March is
winding through Colorado now,
but Sullens said that they are
about eight days behind schedule.
Most of the concerts and peace
vigils planned for the marchers
when they travel through specific
cities are still scheduled, Sullens
said. When they reach Washington D.C ., hundreds of people are
scheduled to join the march.

Election
from page 2 - - Cheung who received 37 votes, or
seven percent. Steve Shirman received 36 write-in votes for 7.21
percent.
•In Position Three, David Gill
barely came out on top with 255
votes, or 50 percent, over Joan
Fehrenbacher who got 254 votes
for 49.80 percent.
•In the voting for Council Position Seven, Huan Vu received 299
votes, or 58 percent, while Keith
Meadowcroft earned 215 votes, or
42 percent.
•For Council Position Eight,
393 votes, or 77 percent, were cast
for Joyce Zenner, and Sybil McNelly received 113 votes, or 22
percent.
•In Position Nine voting
Patrick Sawyer got 302 votes, or
59 percent, and Todd Wiggen
received 212 votes, or 41 percent.
MUST SACRIFICE: 1971 Mustang.
Runs and looks GREAT! Automatic transmission , power steering ,
power brakes . Many extras in·
eluded. $1500. Call 235-8686. Ask
for Todd .
DEAR PAUL, Foam and condom
are a team that works. Sincerely,
Patty. (PLANNED PARENTHOOD)
326-2142.
EMMANUEL LUTHERAN DAV
CARE, 639 Elm, Cheney, is now
accepting registrations for Spring
Quarter, ages 2-10, and will be offering preschool & kindergarten
before and after-school programs.
Qualified, concerned and loving
staff, full¥ accredited and licensed facility. Hot lunches and
Christian atmosphere provided.
For more information or appointment, call 235-2894 from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. or 838-3966 after 6
p.m.
'

DR. MARCUS BLOCH L-Hy, President, Eastern Magical Society,
920 E. 6th Street, New York, N.Y.

10009.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries. Excellent earnIng potential. Large variety of
jobs. Earn $800+/weat, In cannery, $10,000 + for 2 r,11onths on
fishing boat. Our date.lied booklet, full of invaluable irtf1,rmatlon,
including tranaportath>n, einploY,ment listings, town descrlptlon11
job description• plua a numt;,~r of ·
helpful ,uca••tiuns to save
money, time and effOf~ .cqulrlng
oc. oi the tt.a, jnnd• of jobs. A
mu~t for anyone con&°iderlng emr,toymeo: tn Aluka, ~ $7.50
to M&L ANearch, P.O. t:,,vx io"iOOB,
Seattle, WA ~124.
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